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. \ : ... . . . . .-: ~- { 1- . :' . '. -.. . ; ·: . l • \ • ~ - • 
···· ·Th'i.s .study ex~mina's ~tsome ·.a~pects ·of '. spatial . reorq~niz~·tio.n ·in the .,.' . · .·. 
• • • • • • • • • • ,- • •• -1 ' $ 
• • • • • • • ~ • • ... ~ ' ' • • • • • 0 • • l • • ' 
. .' .. : :.· ~ · S~gar ' In.d~stry ~f Ba~bad·~~~.:~,· -~~.~.~it~c·i .fic~ ~ ly·; :·.:; t·. ~oc_.u.s~s . ·o~' 1 ocat~~n :·  . ~'·. · ... .. 
: . ~ . . alloc~tion.·pro~lems·-,tor s~ga~ · can'\iri b?th · s~.ort. te_rm·.~nd . fu~ure si~u~tions.: 
J 
, • , 1 ,· • 1 o. ' , • c • I • • , I ~ ' 
.. The problems relate tb.·· the -inettioo of alJocatinq canes between farms ·and . fac-
. . . , . - . ' '· . . . . . . . .. . ~: . ~ ·.· , 
t.o~ies : · and to .the.reor~ar:Jization .. ·o·f.the :fa'~tor_i ~yste~~ .··.Th~: obje~tive · of · 
\, th~ ·:thes~ ·~ ·~s tp ~re~te an effici~.nt ' m·e~hod ~ o~··c.arle · . all·~~a.t i on,' a~ld to 
. . . . . . ' \ \ ' . 
. ~rrfve': a:t 1 ocati.on 'deCi,stq.ri~ for' a: reduce/n\JmQe;· 'o.f :factories' qive'n in;-
. . . . ~ . : 
) . . , . ' . . 
creased efficiency .' in t .he:·i ndus.try a·.s a·. aesirAble (jqal. -
.. ·T~~ . m~thod~log~. · used ·, i"s Jinear .. prbgrarrmfri_g.··· This technique;_allows . 
J • I • ' I . 
,the ~ti~:~zation of scar~e resourc~s -·as eff.ec~ivel.y as .poss~bl~· ' qiven. the . 
peculiar cons~rai't.S of. individual situations: A·llo'cation soiutions· are 
found for the . harv~sts of . 197~ and '1974. The res~lts yi~ld - valuable insights 
• a ' ' • 
·into the schedulinq .aspectf of allocation, implicat_ions reqardin.q locatiof1al . 
•. advan.tage of the var..ious estates ahd can·e producing-'peasant fa.rm~, as ~ell ~s 
a parti.al . pricin·g ~truct~.r~ for the industry~-
From the allocation results l:he scope .of the thesis deve1ops to .em- · 
br~ce the. wh_ol e ~ue of c~ritra li·za:ti o~ within a· hi st~riGa 1 and contemporary 
. t ,;-'· 
context. Fouf' .'"f~ctories are taken as the optima.l number .for an ~mprov~d_· ·. · 
. \ \ . . . . . ' 
system and opti~m. locatioos are f~und for. them as ' well as the res~ltant 
change'd al-locat.ions. I . I 
. . .. 
"--~\ 
' I • 
The rationale for the · thesis 
.- · · suga.r ·industr'y in t~e- - economy of the 
co~.e~ ·. ~rom th~ .cruci.al - jP~~tanc: ?f .the' 
. . . , . 
island· with a . contribution. of over 50% 
. . . 
' , of the val'ue .of alr vi.sible exports, fr.om the sale of ~ugar · apd by p'Y'O'ducts! · : 
-- ~ • -;'J ' ' "' ' • ' • • '• ' • • • • • ' "" I ' 
'More important1y the industry is ··cu"rrEmtl.v qoinq·through~ a 'period. of crisis ~ 
} I • 0 
1;) . ) 
and if masstve ·reorganization in all facets of its structu~e is not· undertaken· 
. }. . 
' 
.then .·collapse seem~ inevitable in the very near future. The thesis therefore . 
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I,. BAEKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
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- i 
. . .... 
' . This. study examines some -of th.e ·organizationaf aspeds of .. ·the su:. 
... 
. ~ . \ 
·ga~ Industr~ ·~f Ba~bados . .It fs an industry .which' has· · always dominated · 
~ . -
·-t~e .. economy of the island·, and also~reated a·specific typ~ of.rac.ial, 
• • .t ' ' 
·sodal and pqlitical structu~e very much evident toda.v.' Since its i-n-t.ro-· 
• ~ • • I ' 
· d~cti'on in'tthe 1640's and.the ~apid dev~lop~entof t~~ .Pl~nt.ation ···syste~~ 
. sugar ~ane ha_s ma.intained·the l.e.adin9 iql~ ·,in. the economi'c growth of sar.:.: . -
. ·, . . . . ; 
bados. Today earnings from sugar bring into the island's economy-approxi .. . 
. . .... . . . . 
mately · $.30,90_0,000 .. 00._(EG) yearly. ·~ . Besi.des direct fpreign· exch~~ge ' . . : 
. • • I' 
revenue from sugar sa 1 es, usually to Britain, Ca.nada and USA, ther.e are 
. . : ' . ~" . 
·· ·. many ·; i·nka·ges .into. the :·rest ~f the economy through the ·creation of b.y 
:<"p~oducts a'nd ·se~ondary _ uses for. sugar· .. 
. . 
• c.• .'- • 
.· 
_, .. , /)·~ ·· 
. ~ +~ I l\f;~) . · 
. • 1'.)\1 . 
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A • . The S~tti!1g 
- ' . 
',, . 
. . , · 
Barbados lies within the chain of UCar1bbean '; 'sl~~ds which' .span 
from North .to·. So~th America. : Its . spec~·fic loca.tion ' is latitude 13 .. 4°N. a~d · 
' . . . 
-5-9°3i'W (F.igu.re l)'.r· It is a .very smail _.island' o.f o~ly one hundred and . . 
-' • • , • • 
0 
• • ~· • • t •• • I \ 
sixty . six. square' miles with a .p.opulation of 241,084 people~ 2 The ~ugar 
: . . ' ' . . . . " . . ' : ' 
cane which was not originally- a native_ of the island was introduced from 
~-.. Bra.zi 1 in .163.7 ,-and -c_ommerci_~l ~ro~uct~. ~n ~~d . manu~ac~ure of s_ugar begant'~ · 
a few year·s . rater. In 1640 Jame? Drax brought cattle ~ills and othe,r pro-
. . 
.cessing· equipment into the-island and with the. aid ·of -Dutch capita~ ard 
. exp~rtise the island. soon develo~·ed a large viable ;'ndustry. · As ~arly as 
• ' • • • . I ' . ' • . ~ 
1667·-~11 .the ara~ _land .had k~en cl~a:ed a.f ~rigina.l .ve.getat_ion. ·the ~arly . · . 
., ' ~ ' · . . · . . 
· · · · 
1sar~ados Economic Sur~ey ~ , Bar~ados .. ~overnmen~ . ~ri~nti-ng . Off'ic~, 1971', 8-9 .• 
Att currency values . are 1n· Eastern Car1bbean currency -
~ : 2 0 p • c i t . 1 2, • 
I• • ' • 
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Figure 1 2 
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.; .. :, _. witr its l.arge _farms-, :·b~il ing house~ ·~nd qanq~· of ~la~·~ l·~bou[. Since 
3 
' .. ·:~, , . · . ~;·e~ s.ugar. ·ansf' ·p.lantations ti~ve continuously domi~ated · · ~the ·dest~inites of the~ 
• .. . . , .J •• • : • • • ....t . . • • • • . . • • . • \ l • • 
• -~ t\ 
. ~-· · :· p~opl e; o.f' the)'s 1 a_~d _an~ 'Sti . l.l . ex~rt consi ~~ra_b l.t!. i nf14~n_ceo·'.today . . · Pres-/: 
... 
. ' 
' .
- . 
. ·ent . tfay produc_tio~ i'_s· d~ne ~n· approxi;ately 200 estate~d 18,ooa· pea.sarit 
1 • - ..:~i-armS ~ the' 1 a tter ~ COmbini nqt SUqar 'ian~ CUl t 'ure' With ' Oth~~' . fo1rmS . Of ec0n~~; C' . 
• ' ' : ' ' • ..... i ., , ~ ' ' • ' to! • ' I c, •,~'l 1 ' ~ 
. ' -~ ..... 
activity·. .-f. ~- ·-·~ · ·· '\·, 
.. '. I ll 
'1. • . . ~ t ' 
'\ I .. 
. ,' ... • t • . . • . 0 ' • i ' 
\· ._' Th~. su.~a~- ~ane c_.rops make . ~ ~~-~h g~e~-t~~ cont~i b~~\~o~. r to the economy 
·.l 
. 
~ .. ' 
"'Qr • . · of t~e - \s1and thah .just suJar sales. This is derived -throuqh by .products ~ 
I • ' '/., • • •:' • ' ' ' • "j"!;t~f I I • I ,. 0 ' t' ' 
... 
,. 
.• 
:, 
; <> 
. 
· ... ... 
. . 
. ~ : ' .. 
~ .and · o~he·r li -nk~q.66 •intpJ~the economY';.· aa!$~.-~~l.l as creatitrq employment for much 
•• _ · . ..... _.,._'.fc , -:' ~ 1 .. ' • .•• • • co. \, • ... ,· 
··-of the labour force. The rrost important .bv nroducts at 'the moment· are rum, ~· · · 
. . . c . . !'..._ ' . t ~0 
- ~hi~ch ·net.s approximately $6,00d',ooo.oo ~~nuallv, and mQJa'sse~ n,ooo,ooo.oo. 1 
" I 
The· other product of importanc_e .is 11 B.ao.ass·eu th~ fiqrou's - ~ateHal left after 
, . .: ,; - • • • t ~ 1 • • . .. .: .. • ' ' , • • t . : . I 
the juice is. l!xtta~ed fron1 othe cane·'pith ·4sed mainly to fire the factory 
~ •. ·q;' . : .. . ~ ~ 
boil e.~s, and' as· a base for an1ma 1S feeds. With -~he .recent ~ev~~opmeri~· of 
• , ~ ' • • o • ~ II • . ' . "\. 
. ·.the "S~W~ati on Process 11 new. ra·nq~s o{ tw products from suqar c'ane· appear · - · 
··.·· 
.. fill • ~ ' • : • 
· ·.:. feasible .. ··r, he new pro·c~ss removes' ·the outer rind from the -cane;1eaY:inQ the . . ,-/-., ~ • 'J • to I e ' 
· .. .' fi,bre~ -~.h~l~ma~·~.?· r ~wo n]a:j~~ rpro.d_uc~£- tome ~~om 'th~ ~ew ~ethod. · 1 .-~ompith i"s j. 
. ' 
, . .. 
.•. 
"' .• 
. ~. 
:. o• 
). 
-~~ .. t~~· ma:i n product and .. conf~ ins 70-BO% of th'e ·cane sta 1 ks" and 93% sucros·e. .' 
' "' I ' .. ~ • ; t' " • .. f • ll, ' 1, • U 
• ~ • • ' • • • & ( ' <' a \ ; ., 
~fter th~ ·sugar is eJ<t.r-acted·,, Comoith. is then· broke~ down into the .compor:~erit -~~-
• 4 • 4 • : • ~ • {j •• ~ •• f.) ; } . . : .. ' -~ ~=· 
fibr~ and p~th . cells. These are then~ used in the· manuf~cture of ·soft boa(d~ . ~ 
• ...... G' ,., • • • • • •• • • ~ • • f. • • (~· .... , • • • 
.-·· hard ooa~~, .pulp and _pa_per, anima r feeds, and e~pl osi ves. ··: Comri nd, the, ~~ccnd 1 · • 
. ... · .. 
· ~ ' . important product, can be proGessed fnto 1 ~mi nate'd till}ber, c.o~e panel's and 
., . ,, 
·• . ~ 
I I "' 2 • 
• ... . •·· ·plywood :veneers . .,. 
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: The ~:su·gar .Industry. has tradi. tionally, held . and sti.l 1 continues to: . · .. 0 
hoi d the · P,~siti~n as i:h~ l;rgeSt sing]~ ~plof of laboU~ ~Table I) . : . • 
<,acconrno~a t~ ng over 15% 9f the. wor'k fo-rce, though_ at ·_v-ery -l9w ·wage · ., eve 1 s·. · : 
• " ! M • !, 
I ,· .I • r.. • ' 
j . t ; . . . 
. ~ . ·. : 
. .. 
. . 
. . 
't ... - I' ' 
J - I Tota·l 
: _"'Industria 1 · C.l as-s.-{f:i cation ( 1970 ··cans us) . 
. . . ~~·· 
...; 
. ' ~ . J . 
Indust'r.y. . ' ~ Male Fema 1 e ....... 
·- ' . 
. 
Sug-ar '10~178 5,856.' 
'\ 
16,034 '':: 
. . 
" Other· Agr i culture 1,509 r_,-.. 272 1 ,781 
.. 
' 
:Mining, . -Qua rl'l'yi ng, etc. 279 16 295 
Mattufactu~i ng . · 6,8~9 4,398 . 
' 
11 ;237 
. ~ 
· Construction 1~~450 
-
- 287 10,737 
0 
. El~ctricity, ·· Water, Gas, ·etc . 1,008 80 1,088 
.. 
,_, 
-Commerce 6,062 eo 6,116 12',178 
0 
TrcrAsport, etc .. 4,059 . • r. 565• 4,624 · 
• 
. Ser'vi ces J Government - --' 5,088 . . . ........ . . 4 '7.94 '9,882 
Services - Other ' . 5,498 . . 10,3.15 15 ;81.3 . 
" TOTAL/ 50,970 .• # .-.. 32,699 83,669 
,. 
. .. ; 
Source: unpublished -data, Barbados cens~s, 
1970, Government St at istical 
.. Service 
I' ·· o 
. ' . 
t I • <' ~. 
·Red:!~·tly · ~~ere has b~en · · ~apfd growth in the .other sectors of th~ ec'onomy 
.. ··/1" . ... ' .. . • 
as· f or e~amP,l e. ~ouri sm, construction·,.· and the lnan~facture of consumer .. 
I ' " • ' , ' ' • f 
. goods. H~~ver · the Distribution s~ctor. producing ·2o'.3% of total ·GD'r\a.nd 
. : . . ' . . . . l '1 
0 
·s ugar11.4%, ar e still· the t~o m'ajor contribut ors-to economic expahs ion • . 
• • ' r " 
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Equally important is· the ·fa.ct that thlisland's largest a·nd ·most 
6 
important resource; apart ·from:its people, . is'its agricultural laM'and 
... sl{gar has prpve_d to be the most satisfactory crop ~o far, given our eli-
' '. matic and agronomic conditions. In a recent proposal for.continuing 
tJ. 0 ~ • - .. • 
sugar ·c~ne developm~nt the ~inistry of Ag~.iculture -set a tar~et 'figure of_· 
. . ~ 
_189,000 tons of ~ugar annually by 1980, thereby demonstrating a £asic 
! •.. . _faith in it~ continuing importa'nt contribution to devel.opment. 1 
' 
.... 
B. Present Problems 
' . • , t I 
/ )t -; Recently however the industry. has been goi'ng through one of its 
. .. 
. ' 
periodic ·phases of' falling prod~ct,on· duet~ a combination of adverse fac-
. • r ~ 
tors fasing it. This is ·readily reflected.in p~du~tion ·tr~ in_the 
l~s~ i~v~ ~ears (Figure:2). ~ince 1968 .the(e ha~ be~n· ~rna~ decline-in 
tonnage ·gf sugar produced, output decreasing by. 90,000 tons from 1967 to· 
. . 
19l2. A con ibutory factor is the yield of cane per.- acre.of arable land 
· which .has dec.l ~ed ~apidl; (Figure 3):. Decrease is also reflec~ed in a 
lower to~age o s~.gar per ~crB, out~ut ~ry1ng from 4.1 tons" 1n 1963 and 
1965 to 2.8 ons in 1971. 2 The latter is a result of declining tonn·age per 
acre, and lso a lower sucrose co~tent in the canes in recent yea~s. ~ · · 
ny_ r~asons can be cited to expla.in the _ changes. In his presiden-
~ddress i953 to . the lnternationa] soroiety ·of Sugar Cane 1echnologists 
Sir John ·Saint ident~fied s~x variables -as being the key factors which con-
. • .l • . 
. . 
· trol the output of sugar i.ri Barba~_. These_ were; acreage under cane, 
-~, ::.--:c..--. - . 
\ t • 
. 
1Personal coi11Tlunication with Mr. Brathwaite, Senior Economist., 
Ministry of Agri .culture, June 1973. 
28arbados Economic Survey, op. ·cit. 28: 
. >' 
' ' 
'' 
• 
) 
Figure 2 6 
SUGAR PRODUCTION 1961-73 
Figure 3 7 
TONS PER ACRE 
1961 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 70 2 3 
OUTPUT PER ACRE 1962-71 
f ._ 
-: 
. ' 
. . r ,-. . . . - • . . L '. s \ . ~-~ 1 imatf ,: :f~ciory _ ~ffi Ci eOcy, : ; etv cif cane, ~~- _· 
diseas~s. 1 / These were arso some of the· 
~ I -. ,. . 
soil conditions, pes~. 
s usedby aqronorriist, J.C. . --------
Huds~hJ· ~in an a;ticle~o~ producti_on changes Dr: 
•. ; . 'r.. ' 
Hudson listed: 
. '. ~·'\. . . ----... 
. . ''. ·:(a) ' Falling aoreaqe~~-que .... to :land use chan_qes related to 4rban 
developm~~t,- and ~chanqinq ag~icui-tural . usaqe·: Th·is factor i/ supported 
• !.t ' " 
.. . 
. · · by a ~fiqure of ·6 ,000. acres quoted by the Barbados Sugar Producers J.ssocia-
.. . :l -~ 
. -~ . . ,,. , . . . w' , . . 2 
· tion a~ . th~ amount ot land -lost to cane in the last five· years . . I .. . . . 
~- '· )b) F~ 11 i nq ca~ qua 1 ity due to extraneous mat~er or. ·p_oorer ' ' b e. ... t 
sugar content; 
,.. 
. ' 
. j 
. , . ;, (c) . 
\ ' 
.... 
Varieties which are poorer than before; 
. . - (d) ' of the so1l ' due to use of mechanical harvesters· ' ~\ . Comp.action 
. • . . 3 .. 
·and loaders, a'M>ng with a ciJ1nqe from cane holes to furrows. .. 
4 1here ~ere other factors w~ch he saw as .co~tri~utinq to'the ~.ecline. Amonq 
these was the impact of cane fires. This led to,the pr~mature plouq~1ng of 
~ · 
fields and poorer yields f~om r.ato·on crops, as' a. result of the burninq of 
the "tra_Sh 11 c~ver \'lhich he~ p,s to keep the· soil moisture in and the crea_tion 
of -a · simpler ecosystem in which parasites flourish: The situation has been 
' . 
aggravated . by the abandonment of -mulchinq for plant caries, a measure which . 
. . 
has a simi'l ar effect to th~ burnfng off of the ' trash cover during f'i r~s. 
. . 
In add-ition there has <been the· effect of drouqh_t condiUons durinq the last 
. . _\ . . . 
three years which have contrib~ted to the ~o~er yi~ld~.· 
2Barbados Suqar · Indus~ry Review, 2R· cit., 2. 
. · 
3Hudson, J., Fire Water and SuQar P~oduction in Barb'ados (PAM},. 
Barbados · sugar Producers Association,arrens, 4, _undat~d. 
,, . 
', 
. . r 
( 
: ... , 
' · 
" 
~ · ; 
.. 
Fi'na lly two other problems have recently become crucia 1 , .the first 
• • "I .. 
< · 1 . . r 
.' Of t'hese being~ shortage of. labour . .'Histbr~ca.lly sugar ·cane'production ° 
.. . . . . ~ ~ . . ' . . ' ~ 
~ · ·." for fie 1 d and f~ctory workers· has been one of .subsistence cond~ t ions com-
• ---...... ···~--- -. • 10 ~ • •• 
) 
.. 
• 
. j 
\ . 
( ( . 
.. 
pounded by a harsh working environment. Even today none of these hav·e a 
stake in the . estates on which they labour a~d wages ar~ stii'l v~ry low. 
• • b 
.. Because ·of thts and the attractiveness·of other fonns of employmoot, people 
.;re ,leav.ing the industr~ As .a result. it . has beco~e necessary ~o impor~ 
harvest workers from the neighbouring islands ,.of St. Lucia and ' St . . Vincent 
(Table 2} .. 
· Year 
196-7 
1968 
·1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
[1973 
" 
, I 
TABLE l 
Sugar Workers Imported for Harvest 
• ' , , I I 
' I 
.. 
·Number 
.282 . 
752 
1110 
.1227 
960 
975 
'" J ~ • 
')··~/·. ' ' ' 1. 02.0. . 
"-...; . ~. , ... , ,~-·--
Source: compiled from -aata 1 supplied by 
Barbados' Sugar Producers Associ-
ati,on. 
• ' 
This is ~very paradoxical 
' . . 
has an unemp,loyment rate of 
sit~ati~n when- it"is- r-ealized that the island 
13.4% of the .· popul at~on whic;~ is of worki_ng age. 1 
. ··\' '· . 
1Physi caJ Development Plan for Barbados, Ta·wn and Country De~el op-
ment Pta-rining Of.ffce, Government Printing Office, June 1970, 11. 
\ 
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The.second problem iQ, many ways encompasse;.,sthe others. It i~the 
. . (/" 
relationsh-ip betw~e~ production and processinq costs 'imd. market prices •.. · 
. . 
This, it is claimed b}' tbe industry, is mainly a problem of 11wages in rela.-
• 4 • • t 
. . 
_ti~n to ·_produc~i v.ity 11 wages accounting for 52% of prodticti on costs and 
27.5% of factory costs ·. I The answer seems Mo~e complex.· With incrteases in 
the casts of ,labour and qeneral- overheads particularly ~achinery costs 
. 10 
. . . .. 
against a backqround' of stable neqoti~ted prices, the marqi_n of p.rofitabi-lity 
for"the pla~tatian is · qr~dually eroded and this ~as been partic·ularly -severe 
on the more poorly located farms with....reference to ecological conditions.-
. , ' I . , 
. ( ·. . ' -
The tata 1 impact of these prcbl ems has serious imp 1 icati ons for the future 
of the indus'bry·but as has been n.oted, 11This is n·ot the fir.'st time that the 
Sugar Industry has faced a 'gloomy future, a1 though perhaps the. reasons for 
the apprehension are mor~ fOmplex than at previous times ... 2 
. . 
. . . 
In a recent pag~r published by -the A~ronomy unit of the- Barbados 
C<-... . • • . . 
Sugar Producers Associ.ation the ·problem - ~as· laid out in a .few terse lines. 
I 
~ - . . (a) . There is. enough .evidence avai·lable before us to foresee the 
<' 
.. 
possibility of the rapid collapse of the indust~y if a massive .effort is 
. ~ 
not made in the next few years. 
(b) There are plenty of reasons for th~inq that sugar proqucti~n 
could fall near· th~ lOG;OOO ·fon mark during. the fi~ht. } 
(c) There is also ·some' .justificati-on that bold action on a broad 
' front cou.ld enable us to contihue~to aim. at 175,000 tons by compensatinq 
• • I 
' . ' 3 . som~ inevitable yi~ld losses with new approaches. 
1Figures Supplied by- the ~arbados Suqar Producers Association, Warrens. 
2 ' 
.... Hudson, ~. , The Fu · \ 
Barbados Sugar Produce_rs A 
" 
j 
l ' 
' . 
_.;. 
... 
· . 
. ' 
C :· Solutions 
~ - I 
. ,. '' "\ "' .. ,....,<,~· 
• • . . ..._:"'t . ~ , 
'. It seems evident therefore that at ·this.'point in time there ·is a · .: 
/ . ~ -
need for ·restructurin_q ·and ·reo~qanizinq the Sugar .. Industry of Barbados .to 
I • 
counteract the exigencies of ttie present situation. · ;rhit involves chanqes· 
at 'the pr?ducti o~, pro~ess1.iq, arid d1 s~;; buti·:'n.cO 1; ect1 n· 1 eve)~. Addi t1on-
ally there are external factors such as price neqotiatio s, particularly The 
' Col11llonweal~h Sugar Agreement wh~ch has . to be, reconsidered at the end of 
. . . 
1974, ·and the possibility of n~wmarkets'9 In i\n ,over~il sense there are 
. . . 
• 0 • • - ..... 
qliestions relating to ownership and control of' the industry, and related 
problems, such as land use policies, wh.ich must be tackl ,ed: 
. . . 
It is with the transportation · aspect o·f 'reorganization, alonq with· 
·some aspects of factory effi ci__ency that th{s work is primarily concerned. .' 
While transportation costs are not the.most ~rucial factor in the re~tructur-
. 
. . . . 
ing of the industry, yet it accounts for about 15% of total costs, incurring 
over $2,000~000.00 y~~rly. This ·is essentially in movinq caQes from fiel~ . 
to . factory (see Illust~ations 1-6): Transportati~n costs. were qiven very . 
-specific mention in the rationalization strateqy of the 'Barbados Suqar Fac-
tories Limi'ted. As ·stated, the intention, ~'Is to plan constructi~ely for 
. . . ' . , . . . 
a highe·r standard of efficiency by reducing exces~. millinq capacity, im-
- proving the factorie's which ~em~ in in ·operat1on,· organizing cane deliveri~s · 
h . • 
to reduce tr.a"fisp.ort co~ts and ·eliminate . harmful competition for cane, and 
ensure better fa dory performance by avoiding time lost through i'nadequacy 
. . 
of cane s~p'plies ... 1 · A solution to th~ scheduling aspect of the total problem 
might -therefore lower total i~dustr;y FOsts _and help to reduce some of the· 
. . 
presen~ ineffi~iencies in the method of allocatinq ca~es to. factories. In 
•' ' 
1 ' I · ~ ' 
. Barbados A Bare lays International Econom'k Sur~e', Barel ays 
Bank Internatjonaf. limited~ _54 Lombard St., [on.don, Ma.v 9 2,_17 . 
.. 
. . 
11 
... 
Ripe Canes Before Harvest - In The Background 
A Factory (Porters) in Operation 
12 
13 
Mechanical Harvesting (McConnel Harvester) 
Cleaning and Loading Hand Cut Cane. St. Philip. 
14 
Harvested Cane Awaiting loadinq and Transportation. 
St. Philip. 
15 
Cane Transport Using Tractors and Trailers. 
St. Philip. 
16 
Unloading Cane at Factory Yard, Porters 
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·.a long term sense the thesis · looks at the whole -issue' of · centrali'zatibn of 
. • b • ... . • . . . (' • ' : . • ... ~ 0 • 0 .. i .. . 
the.factorl-.. syste)ll par'tjc8lariy the location and. ailecation -impl'icati ons .of 
. 4 ~ . 0 
change· in t~is. aspect· ~f . fndustry _reorganizati~ri~·. ~ · · .,, 
. , ' ' ·~ . . .. '. ' ~ . . ; 
· This r~search effort seeks .therefore to provide th.e optimal' ·sol uti on·. · 
...- -. . ~ . ~ . . . . . . . . r~·, , . .. ,. . . . . ; ·. .~ 
·.:: for. ~ugar ca~ne>noyement. in B.arp~~os .. ·h1 -~erms of . minfmfzil'19 total · haula~e · 
• . •. . . :··· ;· ' • ,, . . • . . • • ! . 
· costs between canefieTQ.s and factories. At another level ' it also seeks to 
.- ~ ' • , t , I ' o , • • , ,, ' 
prgvid~ th·e· optimal lo~eations for. ~ ~o-rE! htghly central iz'~d .facto.ry Scystem, 
. - , . ~ . . .. ..::._ .... !.--~.-.:-- ." \ .. .l 
.a.nd the. consequent pqtterns . of al·location whj'ch ·would result from tliis aha'nge·. 
. • .. . c '\ . ! 
0 ' 'D - -· ; • ~ ._, 0 ' ' "" (I 0 'Ill ~ I 
· ·. ·other aspects o():·ransport.efficiency ·have been• d.ealt with ·before.· 
• :. ~ t:l \) • · ' ~ ::==-;....(.. " ' ' • -. · ~ \ • • J . ~ (1 . : .. 
by Stud}Hki'"Gi'sbert .ana:··~ .. D ... Ca..mpb~ll. 1 . Both of the . abov.e researche-rs 'dealt 
• ' • 9 • • • • r " , -. a~ ~ - ' · . · ' · ' ' ' D, 
with· cost-benefit analyses for cane transport systems.on the islanp. , Their 
. . . " : . . \ . .. . ' . . 
"'parti'cul ar ·cortri but'i,on ·was ~ to. ~val wit~ the impact of such variab 1 es ~s num- · 
.~ 
·· ber oi trips possible per d·ay,·.number qf transport -units.·avail'able,' and the 
I . . ' 
. ' . ; . . 
effeCts of d~precia:tion: fravel times and overheads ·including- wages or{ t~tal -· . --<:_:__-r-_,. 
• , D • 
' Q . . ~ • , . ) • 
costs. Nothing _.w.a·~. ~owever done·- .e.n a schedu·l-~-~.9~ system fJ;om · a spatia.l poi_nt 
• - • I> . . . ~ 
.· :.' . · ~~·· ,The present ,study ther~for~ -compl~ments o'ther work .~n· t~~ - tr?nsporta- · 
" • Q • • ' • ' • • • • • 
,. 
t /t. ; ' 
'•' 
• I 
.. 
,o 
-. 
tio'n component of industry costs .. 1n.the sugar industry all'ocatfons of ca~e 
' , ' ~ ' • , ' >. • I , , , 
; · - . 
··betwe_en producing and prcicessing. c~~tres are1made yearly to · f~cil~it'ate : the . - _ .... 
u vi • ....--
. • • ; • 
0SnlOOfh running of fac't~ry oper~tiofi"S",-but these are done :on trial; and . 'error ' 
.· ba'sis-. W~il e. it is pot necessarilY true." that a; diff~rent :aPP!"~.~ch is much .. .. ..... 
. \' -
. - ~ 
. mor~ _ effiCiiier.at . it 'is 'intere~t:ing. ~to c·a~pare ~he .resuJ ts. 1'his is th~erefor.e - · · 
.. " ,,... . I . , . J • • • • 
essent_iaq~_ a 'normative, model-oriented 'approach t& t~e probl ejll .of .location 
/ • . • ~t.;.:• :1 • • . • ' . . 
and ·all~cation. :·· In· the fina·l arl'ary~is the prQblerrl can ' c.learly. be defined as: · 
f • _f ~·~-:-•.; 1.> ... " \ ' • ~ I 
. b~i .ng_ ~-~r-aphic;al i n' nature in th~t it 9eal's ·with the org,ani z-at i.on'-of economi~ · 
' • _...,~ ,.. • r • 
• • ,. ~ 'e-~:..:1. . . " ' ,. . ( ' • ) 
· ac~i.tY. over .. geographkal space and ·the problem of development within~ : . 
. . . . . 
.regi~~al ifame _ of r~fetence.: ·. It .. t.~eref~r~e . cpn.fajns al_l t~ose elements~ w~i~~ 
' ' . ., .. ,.. ..· . . . '. " . 
Nystuen cans the - ~asic ·Geograppic CO!leepts : . 
- . ~ .. . ' . 0· . .' ' .. ,.__. ... . . 
-. .. ! ~ 
.. . 
·.· 
, . l • .. . . .// 1BarJJados Sugar Industry -Review~· 15 Mar.ch<"l973, s· .
.; 
... ·' , \ .. 
p • . t) ' ' 
. . ... 
. , 
... \ ~ . 
. ' 
' . '. ' 
. I . 
i 
, ll· 
1 • 
) ' 
I 
: 
.. 
f) 
. , 
• J ~· .. - ... · - - . , , ~ 
. ~ 
. . . 
, .. 
· · .. . (~). Ori.ent~tion- a definite lin_k and:·.dire~tiof) of ·flow between· 
.points,_ and a· measure of i_n.tensity_ yia a v~ctor quan-tity~ .· · , . 
. ·~ . . (b) dis-tance betwe~n· areas; both in _terms· of p~ysica'l s_epar.ation . 
. ' . (miles) or economic djstanc~- in ·terms .of cost; . .. . . 
. ..... ' 
. . . ' ' . . . ' 
. :_- • ~ ·. () (~), · .<;o~nectivene~s:- ~elative p·osf~ions · in 
~ .• . 
'. , : 
sp~ce . . • 
Al1 tlir·e~ of ·thes-e Nystuen says are· Tlee~ed .. for t·he "Geoqraphical Vie.wpoint 11 -. 1 "' 
. . -~ . : . . ') . ~ 
. \ ' : . 
This p~obie~ :fit~ -into the broa~er framework of ~ene·ral - Economic ~eoqraphy, 
spei:if'i Ca i_ ly~h~ type ~.es~ed as Locati ~~-Al~ ocation' Ana 1 Ys ;;· ., 
·. : .D. Structure .of· the Study . ·. 
. . . 
~ • • • • Q • 
· · The·following chapter presents the formu-lation of a research -de-
.. ~~~~-~ • ' ' • ~ . ' • • .' ' / " • 0 I ' • • ' o' 
s~ign and the m~th~_dol~qy us~? for the·ana~ysis ot t?e data.' a~· well as a 
·.l~t'erature review. of the-theoretical · implicat-ions and under.pinninqs of the 
' ' , 1.1 • ... • • ' , } ,• • • 
.s~~dy ·~ Chapter :r~ree y_ves the 1 ni ~; Al_ r~su·lts for the 19?3 - ha~vest and . _ 
' ' \' ., • • 0 
an ,ana ·lysi~ of these findinqs, ·while Gha.pter Four _look$ at some asf?ects of 
. !. .. . Q ' ~ 
--=·. -· sensitiyity. within the system specifical_ly the -impact ,_ of chanqinq facto'r.v· ..
. ~- : • - · · e '. 
· capacities on _.a.llocati on..· re$ults. · Fo 11 owi nq in · Chapter Five there is the 
. . . ·- . . . ' ," 
centralizati~p, issue and·: the e·ffects this has on both locatj?n and a) loca_tion 
. processes. --'F.ina.ll; i~·-.ch~pter Six there is art ev.alu~tion .o.f the wo:rk done,_ 
· a~~ . an attempt' 'to prov~de. ~orne as~essment ~f both the method~loqi c~l ·· ana 
• • • I> • ' • 
empirical impl fcations of ·the -·work·: 
\ ·~ .. 
. l 
l 
\ 
Spatial 
Jersey, 
1Nystuen, J., 11 Identi.fication of Some Fundamental' Sp~tial . Concepts~~, .· . 
Analysis, D. Marble ( ed.); -Prentice ·Ha 11, Enql ewood· Cliffs, New 
1968~ - 35~~1. J 
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II. METHODOLOGY AND· DATA 
. 
--
. A. ·Linear . Pro~rammi_ng 
-
. ·-
' c· 
1Th~re are two dts~inct though related problems ori which the re~ 
/' ' ~ 
Lsearch focuses. In the first inStan.ce ' i .~ ·is one of scheduling flows of 
ca.ne between ·current -'pro'duction and processing· centres. For future plan-
ni,ng the ;;oblem is o'! of rational i~~ng the fa~'to~y _system through the · 
~ 
creation of a,small number of large centr~ls, and an optimal sch~duling' 
' 
of production to the. new 'centres. The first is a problem of allocation 
.. while the second h a jo;~~ . ~llocatio~ioca1tion arr~ngement .... The metho-
.. 
' ' • I 
dology most appropriate ·;n this c~ntext ;{'therefore 1';near programmin_g.-
It. is a mathematical tool which has. been designed .for the allocation of 
, · t scarce resource~ _among numerous sour~es and destinations g'iven a pattern , 
' ' qf identifi.able constraints~~ ,In any linear programming. problem there are 
• • Q , • 
·m~ny al·ternative ~hoices·, he~hhe nece~s.ity of ·defining ~orne ljmi~ing · 
. . . . ·. ... . " "" . . . . ,. 
factors or ~onstra,nts which precludes the use of aJl these alternatives 
s'imult~neou.sly., Th~se ~onstrain.~s · are usual~y l.imits on capa'cities, de-
... . . .. . . . ' 
mapd .or. .time in which ct"job -can be carried out and must be capable of a 
~ . ~ 
J 
". precise mathematica1 formulation. An ·essential characteristic of a linear . o 
" ' . 
. . . 
solution is that of · equilibrium 'conditions.·. Total demand must equal total 
. ·' "~upply . . for the ~ntire ~ystem a·nd 9emanl constra 'ints of desti.nations and 
supply constrai~ts of sources may not be violated. 
' . 
The purpose of t~e algorithm· is _to optimize-some objective. functi~n 
. , 
suc'h· as cost or distance minimisation., or ·the maximising of profi ts. · . · ~ _inear 
,. .. .. .. 
~-
d· · .. 
..... 
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.. 
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J 
( 
.-
' . .. 
. . . 
! • . 
pr.oqramm\n,q is ~:Y. no~ f ~~.1 1. establ i.she:d t~c~n~·que, .i· t~· metho.dology and 
. usag~ h~ving been well document~d elsewhe~e : 1 
20 
\ . 
P~rhaps the mos~ f~ndamental approach to linear proqramminq is. ~_ . : 
: Si nip 1 ex Method • However where the st ructUra 1 properti es of the pro b 1 ein ~r~ "'---. 
such that ·it can be represented by _a Tablea~ of s6u~es, de_stinati ons, dis-
tances \and flows, the so called "Transoortaticrn Solution" provides a more 
efficient alqorithm. In the context of this thesis the .. Trans~ortation Sol~~ 
,., tion is most appropria-te. Symbolically the model is represented by 
.,. 
n m 
' 
(1) ~1i nimi ie ·z = E E' t . . x . . ! ' .. , _, , 1 
i =·i j~l 
-·. m 
Subject to E· X •• 
. l ,1 ~ 
s. 
1 
\ 
{ 
n 
.. 
" .. . 
{ 3} ··. !: X: .=D. lJ J 
i=l ,. 
•' 
(4) x .. > 0 lJ -
-
·" 
' 
I 
·"' 
..; 
.. ' .. 
. . 
. ,, 
1 For'.:~ . ·histo~i~l treatment of the development of.lin·ea·r proqrarrminq 
and jts uses see, · 
Waqner, H.M., Principles of~ Oterations .Research: ·With ·Appli·cation 
·to Managerial Decisions, Prentice :Hal , Englel'{ood Cliffs, New Jers'ey, 1969. 
·· Garrison, W.l.; "Spatial Structure of th Economy II " , Annals· of the 
Association of American Geoqrapher-s 49, Washinq~on, D.C., _1959, 471-482. 
: . ., ' . / 
. ~cott; ~.J., An Introduction -to . Spatfal Allocation Analysis, Com-
mission o,n College Geography Resource Paper of _Annals of .the Associ ation of · 
American _Geoqraphers, Washinqton, D.C., 1971. 
Levin, .R. and Lamone, R. , Linear Proqraniminq · and Manaqement Decisions, . 
. .Irwin Inc., Homewood ·, Illinois, 19 
. . 
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. Li~erally this' means (1) minimize total costs of commodity flows (x-.:) 1J 
. subject to {2) total shipme~ts train a si.Jppl,v centre must be· always equal to . 
(i I ' ' ' • 
. or' less than supply capacities; (3) total ~hipments into destinations must 
' , · 
be exactly equal.to demand; {4) t~e_re can be no negative flows.· When n is 
. . . 
the n~mber of destinations, .m is the number of sources, ij are flows from 
, - <;, any~o4,rce i ·to des~ination j~ t 1 ~' is transportation cost .. This is a sta.tic 
. ' 
. ~ 
·. flow analys~s }nten~d'to .alloc~te flow~ - of qoods . ~etween different qeo-
graphic loc~tions in terms Of s_ome efficien·cy criteria, Eac~".program has a 
main problem, the primal, .and a dual or companidn probl~m. The dual is «f 
repr~sented by 
m n '' 
( 5) Max i.nii ze z =£o.v.-Es.u. 
.) J , , ~ 
'l, (6) Subject to V .- Ui = t;. 
. J . ,1 
(7) v .=t .. J . 1·.1 + u. 1 
(8) V.=Uj ·- T .. .. 
' 1 , .1 
.-: Where o· .. =./h destination 1 · 
·J 
V •· = price at .ith destfnatioR 
,l 
s .. th . ' 
· i = J source 
_ :;_;_= price at the .. jth source . 
,._ ' For the initial pr.o~lem posed in this· thesis the transportation model 
r, 
~- ' 
. . 
is .capable of . supplyii")Q two types of results. The .primal solution qives an 
actual minimum' cost figure for the entire island, as well as a scheduling sys-
. . . . ' . .. 
tern showing which plantations and peasant farm areas should send their outputs 
- . 
to which factories~ ~e dual qives the competitive positions of the ·various 
· producing units and at the same time creates a theoretical pricinq structure. · 
It is important to note that the results come from a normative model. Th~ 
. ' 
· solutions do not explain .present patterns, but rather show what should ~e an 
ideal situation qiven .certain st~t~d.as~umptions and data. As a result there 
. -
.,. 
•·. 
' 
.. 
. ' -
' ? 
-22 
l ' 
are.other s'ig~'ifj)nt results whicl'l ca,n a.~i~_e · aut of -creatihq nonnative trans-
prirtation .solutions. The res~lts ca~ be viewed aqain~t actual _patterns and 
~he differ.~nce.s h5gtiliqhted. 
Discrep~ncies between nor~at.ive and actu~l ·allocations m'a.v suqgest a 
re!Organ.ization. of flow patterns. "Alte'rnatively it may b_e ~o.re appropriate 
t~ consider the basi~ assumptions of the mo~el .which rna~ not b~ in a~cord · 
. , . ~ 
' ' . 
with .· reality. the diffierence can serve therefore .to hiqhl,iqht some of the 
. . . ... . . 
dynamic factors not taken into consideratioh by the model, but which a~e an 
. ,. . . . . . 
' ' 
·.essential part of 8- real life situation. For . this model some of these assump~ 
' . ' 
tions are l-inearity, inonopoly .or perfect co·mpetitiori~ and the idea that 'the 
important factors in. an allocation decision" are costs and capaci tie's .• 
·Followinq .th~ . initial use of the transpCJ_rtatiori model, ~~mbined_ 
,.; ' . 
linear .- location-allocation algorithm is used. It seeks to _f.ind· optimal 16-
cations. This -is done by ·a series of alternatinq location-allocation steps 
. ·until the .final optimal locat.ions and flows. ~r·e · e~~·d. ·Mathematically ,the 
• • 
:problem is represented by 
m n · 
Z=R=L l:: 
j=l j:l 
a .. wi lJ . 
·. 
-v· 2 · _ . 2 (x . -x.) + (y.'-y . ) 
. 1 J J J 
m 
Subj ec, t to L: a· .. =1 far· all i lJ. . . 
.. 
j=l 
m lL 
.i=l 
a .. .:6 n-m+l for all ,. lJ . ., 
- ' 
Where R = agqreg~te distance 
Wi is the weight ~f. t_he .i'th demand point 
x1v1 ar~ the ~a~tesian coordinates of the rth demand point 
xjlyj =cartesian coordinates of fhe J~h ~entre . ... 
r 
1 if demand poi~t 1 is a~siqned to centre j 
a .. = lJ 0, otherwise 
• J> 
/ 
. ., 
\~; 
. ' 
/ 
. ,, - . ' 
This latter model ·;s not -an exact alqorithm but a heuristic model which doe·s 
. not necessarily qive an .optimum qlobal solution . . These shortcomings are 
0 
di ~cussed 1 ater w~he results. 
t 
· B. Data Collett,ion and Prepara~i~n 
.. 
Thre·e important qrours of data are needed '-in ):he model. · These are. 
- (a) supP'ly centres \'lith k~own output leveh; 
(b) receivin_q ce·ritres with knowPI demands; and · 
. ' {c) connectinq transportation Jl inks. wi.th known costs.. -. 
. ~ . . 
. . 
. This material .was c:_ollected ·from the_ Barpad_os Suqar Producers Association-
and the ~1inistrv of Aqriculture, Science and Tec~nology.' Initially there . 
were 235 plantation and pea~wt farm units {fiqure 4) af1d t~eir outpu~as· 
. I . . . " 
measured in tonnage of cane. Collection of product'ion data for the small 
farmers. poses. a prob 1 em s i.nce their 'to image is ·ve~y sma 11 pe~ fann unit an; 
official records only contained an aqqreqate fiqure. Iri order to arrive at 
_an answe~~ the six-ty four pe-asant zones identified on an official land use· 
.. 
23 
map 1970,1 were measured with a- Bruninq Areaqraph. Chart (no·. 4849) and a-creages . 
.. . . ~ . 
recorded. ·From this an averaqe yield of cane per peas~nt'acr~ was .calculated 
.;- . . . ,. . ' / . 
based on aqqreg~te production and tbtal area, and the assumption that .each 
' I • 
peasant farm within the qr'qup ~1as an -''averaqe" producer v1ithin his· _qroup. · 
Wh~le the - answer~ are not.totally accurate this was the closest possible . 
approxima.tion in t~e circu_mstances._ ~ 
.. - ·. fo~ the 1973- h~r~est output ~as estimated as beinq 1,241,000 tons of 
. \ 
cane for the eht.ire .island. 2 The output was processed by twelve factories _ 
1sarb~dos Physical Development Plan, .9E.· cit. Diagram 5~ . J 
-r--
. l4a rrens~ .2F rom fi .1 e s sup p 1 i ed b.v The Ba rb/o ~ Su !lilr Produce~s . As~ _•c i at i_on , . 
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whose ·capacities wet:'e given bas~d- __ on their hourly grinding rates and a six. 
' --
. , ~; . , I 
day week of twenty working hour~ pe.r day, assuming a s-ixteen week harv~st · 
.. 
J 
(Figure 4). 
The · farm to factory- d(stance;. were taken from Qrdi nance _Survey. maps 
· of Barbados at~a scale of 1:·10000 produce·d by the Directorate of Colonial 
Surveys. Th~se were then transformed into costs sin-ce there is a direct .and 
~ I l , .• ' 
. . constant relationship betwee~ these two vari~bles (Figure 5}. There are two . 
. ' ( 
- f · 
p' 
types of cane transport systems used on the is1and ~ moto-r lorry and tractors 
.with trailers. It h~s bee~ calculated that. there ';s~ basic Cost -of $2.00 
.. ' 
per_ to~ for these two systems,' based on an averaqe distance of three miles 
. 
between farm and factory. "Ea_c,h additional ~, mile add9 2.4¢ to the lorry system 
and 3.3¢ for tractor arrangements. Specifi~ costs couTd therefore. be caltu-
. ' . 1 lated, by an appropriate. adjustment in tenns of both ~fstance and mode. . · .. , 
. To faci 11tate the.· larqe size of the problems-beinq analys_ed, the data 
was structured to fit compute-.r _ paCkage programs for 'the- transportation so1u-
tion and the locatio~ allocation p_ro~lem. The versi_on of the Transportation 
n \ 
Problem used is the ICES program developed by the Massachusetts ·Institute of 
.Techno~o,gy. The code is written in FORTRAN E level subset lanquage and was 
. - . 
solved on an IBt1/System 370 computer. The. maximum _nu~ber of data points 
. 
.capable of being handled in t .his package was 1050 arcs .or source destination 
pairs. In this case there were 2882 possible arcs. Since the number .. of 
factories could not be reduced. aggregation of the farms into _larger bl«;>cks 
,, 
.. 
was necessary, "and this was done using nearest neighbour· aggregation. The other~ 
' .. 
}/ 
1campb.ell, W., Cost Analysis of-Cane Transport Systems., PAM 
Department of Agricul tyre, Economi c.s and Farm Management, Un.iversi ty of 
· West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados, ' 197?. · ·. 
. . "' 
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TRACTOR RATES 
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7 8 DISTANCE 
COST DISTANCE CURVES FOR CANE TRANSPORT 
IN BARBADOS 
N.B. Costs were calculated using a base of $2.00 for a 3-mile haul. 
For hauls greater than three miles costs are adjusted upward 
and vice-versa for hauls less than three miles. Linear transport 
rates tend to prevail given the short haulage distances. 
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package program ALTERN was developed by l. Ostresh and soluble on · the I.BM/ 
' " .. 1 ~ • . , , r 
370 System a.l.so. Beinq capable of handling_ 500 demand· points: and . twenty 
.,. centr-es it allo~s the full individual use of ea~h data point • . These proqrams 
. . . . . 
.  
· w~re used to solv-e three pro~lems _in the •research-, two pure transportation 
·. pr.oblems for the years 1973 and ·I974 and the joint location allocg.tion 
. . ' "' 
.· decisi_on as .part . of a lonq term reorqanization strateqy . 
. 
. . 
. ' " 
) 
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· ·. . 
1ostresh-, L.~., Altern Heuristic .Sol>ution to theM Centre· Locatio~ · · 
Allocation Problem;·computer Programs for location-Allocation Problems, ·. 
·Monograph No.6, · Depar~ent of ._Geography, Oniv_ersity of Iowa, Rushton, . 
· . Ostresh, Goodchild ' eds. 1973, 55-6.6. . . ·-- · 
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·III. ' INITIAL . RESULTS: .HARVEST 1973 
Tne in.itial results of .the transpo~a.tion m~del are for· the . sugar 
cane harvest of 1973. For this year there are twelve factorie~· in o·peration 
proce~sing canes for the 235 pro~ucinq un·i.ts which, for .the purposes of the~ 
' program, have been aggreg~ted into eiqhty six .units. A~ stated earlier 
there are two systerr5of information in each result: 
(a) a. study of cane flow patterns - primal solution; and 
on a ~tudy of areal comparative advantage and a theoretical 
·pricinq structure for sugar can·e - dual solution. 
It 1"s impo~tant .to riote that the solution is optimal only ·for 1973 since the 
. . ' -~ 
. r 
result is totally dependent on farm ou.tput and factory capacities, and any 
chang·es .in these variables would obviously a 1 ter ·the allocation pattern.s o 
., 
ll· 
A. Primal .Solution ~ 
• ~-- · .
. 
-"" : . 
. ' 
The primai solution of the transportation problem yields the follow- · 
. . . ;..-.. 
i nq results . 
. · (a) the optimal volumes and flows of cane from all p_roducers to all 
factories; 
.. 
(b) the cost of each individual m,t>vement and ,a total cost· for the 
entire· island~ and 
. . 
' 
(c) a complete: commodity f.low pattern for the sugar . cane in~y 
for 1973 o 
This information can ~e seen in Figure·6. The normative data was then \ 
compared with the actual patter-n, of cane movement which occured during the 
....... ' 
harvest (Figure 7). Actual ,costs incurred iri th-e movement were. $2~462,552,70 
. . . ' 
whi .1 e normative model costs ~ere $2,410,876.85. This implies a s~vi nqs of 
· $51·,675085, a year on an. output of 1, 241,000 tons of cane. While this is 
. ' ~ t . 
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Figure 6 
BARBADOS: 
COMPUTER ALLOCATIONS 
CANE HARVEST, 1973 
• Factory 
-- Allocation 
0 1 2 3 4 
Miles 
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BARBADOS: 
ACTUAL ALLOCATIONS 
CANE HARVEST, 1973 
• 30 tons/ hr . 
• 48tons/ hr. Factories 
• 78 tons/ hr. 
--- Allocation 
0 1 2 3 4 
Miles 
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.on_1.Y -~ 2.09%- .i'ncrea·se,_·in. ~fficiEmcy;·the_ ~ifference · in mon~.Y .is Jstill_ siq:-
• • • .. • ' • • o# ~ • • • • • • ' 
n"ificant f~r.an · .fndustry whi9h B a·s smail'as the island's is, e'speci-al_ly _ 
. ' . 
:·- · .when _it is rea·l-ized that individual farmers·, sane o~ theJ!l poor· p~as~nts,' 
. . . 
have to pay.the5r own · i:~?nsporhtio~ ~osts.~ Besid~s: &he oot~u; of cane.~ · •. 
. for 1973 tl.'as been amorig the Jow_est ever •and· if product1on ·can eve¥' reach~ the· 
• • ' :' ~ • ,· • • - ta • 
· ·1,826,opo ton "'level ·-~qairi, .s11vinqs.~~uld incr~as~ to approximately, $75,ooo · · 
• • • ~ . • • .... f \ ! • 0 • • • , • • o• ' • ~ " 
' ass~ming the ~all)e .level .of effi'ciency. · It shoi.Jld also b_e realized that 
/•, 
., 
'4 
. . . ' ' .-' · . 
this figur.e .is not the ~bsolute lowest total'"c.ost for a mimber _ ·of · reaso.n~!:·, 
0 . . ~-·'\ 
• -t '' . 
' - .:f; ' .• 
~ . 
.. "' 
In the. fi .rst place the ne~d to aqq:reg~:te " the farms ' led to ·comp,romise . oyer 
~ . . . . ' ~ . .. ) , . ' 
. . . 
0 
distances. This is so· b'ecause· the di'-stances are no longer those of indi yidual 
• ' • ..·. 0 • • ~ 
lln}ts .but the larger ·resu_ltant ·aggreqations, and> the effect seems· to' .have 
.. 
31 
. . 
.. ... · be~n one·.'·of increasing . the 'aver~qe=-c·osts between~far:-m and· fa_ctory. Second.:. . ... ./"' 
.. 
. . 
'ly- 'farms ·had to be aggregated not only on the basi's of· prox1mity ·to ' each .' · ·. 
. , 0 ,. . . . . l. 
• . ' • ... .. Y ' " "' 
,., 
.- oth~r, but a 1 so in· terms of mode 9f transport.· This meant ·tha.t it' .was not -'~ 
. . 
" 
' J . 
' . . 
. ' 
.., ' . ' 
: 
. , I 
.. 
. ' 
.. 
··alw{lys -po(s'ible to- agqregate farms which were closest to.gether .sinc.e so~e · . 
• · • . • . • , . • . r V ' 
. were trac.tor transpor_t users wfiile ·other.s were lorry users. Together the_, 
.. " . . 
net ~ffect of the aggregation procedures led· to longer di~tances and conse~ 
" ( ' • o I .;! • ~ , • ' • 
. · quently higher· costs betwee~ farlll and factory . . It .would seem therefore that.· • 
• - • . 1 • • 1 • ; • • ~ ' ·~ 
· this .approach to industry all~cqtion .. decisions has St?methinq to or'fer ~n-
., . . . .. .. -
· t~rrlis of .effidency_ and poteryti~J sa~in~s, a~d merit~; consid~ration. 1 It 
, l , . ••, , I • 
~s remarkable- how -efficient the present method of allocation is comi ng 
' . . ( . . . 
within 2% of the normative model. This i.s achieved by an apparently non:; 
·.~~them~tical - app-~oach to ~eci .Sj'On -·makfnq, but a sound kno.Wl~dqe Ofolocai .' 
.. • • ,. " ••• , 'i) • • 
operatin'g cond-itions. A close look at ttie two .sets of data Sh{)WS some var;,i- ·' , 
0 , • • 
ations' }n th~ patterns (Figure~ 6 ~ 7). " Thet norm.ative !'l9del · co~ta·ins a lar- : 
I , • 
.. " . .. ,. .-' . ... 
ger .number ·of split. alTocat_ions than the ~uayano~ations made for th.is· year • . 
• Some of these a·re destined for .. three factories; in ~ · few :insta.nces- . . . 
• I • • I ~ 
T,tlis is the ~as~ orFr~ggatts, .~awden, Riv~.t and . Tu_rn~r Hall : es~~tes. There 
: J .. ,: J 0 • 
' J. 
. 
1For· further discussion· of · limita~ions of the -model see. p . .. 82 .. 
. . .. ,. 
u 
·' . 
. . 
•. 
.. 
' . .  • I 
. ,, 
are also.· more dot,~ble·ar two factory alloca'tionsAn ·the-mc3"d.el:· Along with 
. , ·<:;....!_/ 
These are .a' few ~xtre~ei;. lQng. 'ha~lli fn ... the nonnativ'e s~lution not evident 
.. • • · _ (I • .. • • • • • • • • 
. . .. 
~ ~ .~h.e -~ctua 1 rPrograrn for 197-3.: Ca.nes from Ma 1 vern, Bl ac.kmans and Easy · 
. . . ' . .. 
Ha 11 ·are ~eri't to Ha}mans· factor:y bypass i~_q A~drews and Po.rters .factories· 
.. . . . ' 
•· ~. whicti ·are ne·a·r~_r, as. is Vaucluse factory. ·In ~h·e real allocation they . 
... ~ . owen~ t~- And~ews .al.on~.; ~h~;e i.is.a.ls~ .th~ cas~ ~f Forst~r· Hail -~eiri~ routed ·. 
• ,to Ca.rrin~to'n fa~tory.~hen. i -~ t~rms. ot: di~~nce . Guine_~,:Uplands and And~~~~· 
1· were r.1earer. Actually" ·can·e~ from th'i s ·plantation .were· processed at · Guinea· 
l ' I • ' · • r'l I 
faFtory ~-
In rthe nonnative ino~·el, di ~timce" is obvi ous·ly the ma.t9r variable ;'n 
. . •. . I . . 
· . that the normative· and actual P,~ttern~ are so si~ilar. Assumi nq if real_l.y 
, . • ' . : .• • . r . .. . • . . ' • 
. . is, it seems that the 2.09% variation may therefo're be·~xplained by factors 
' . ' . - . 
( 
not expl.i1citlyiconsidered in . the model itself. 
. . -
Among these the following 
. 
can be noted: 0' 
! 
.. - · {a) There 'ls a very :·strictly de.fined basis for. the allocation syst~ 
0 , · \. 
. . ~n the id~qlized model, costs", and capacities" being the only f.actors-which 
. ~ ' .. 
~ . ~ 
· determine patterns of flow. The actual flows take int'E> account a wider· 
, . ·"· . . . . -; 
. " range of fat·tt>rs. 
·. . .. ,.I/ For instance in the no~mati~~ model there are a few flows/ I 
• • Jl I . • 
which use~s~orter routes, but qo oVer, htlly terrain. Thes~ flows, usually . 
. . 
• . • f • • • 
from . St~ Andrew area to Hayman$ factory,' (J-iaqgatts , , Turner Hal'l ·, _,Bawden and· · 
. . ~, . - . 
. . . . . . . '" 
Ri~er estates) do not·appear in the allocation made. by the Suqar Factories 
Limited·. Here is should 8e pointed out that ,this ~to~land ar_ea of 
11
St. Andrew_ 
must _use . h.111y::t~ra.in reqardless of which _factor~ it supplies,' since it __ is 
~ • • c ' ~ , 
locate/at the. b'ottom of an _escarpment and vehicles must c.ross tne coriil 
\ " 
. . 
edge' to reach. any fac'tory. However-the roads .·to Porters, to whic.h· a_ctual 
/ ... ~ 
~ !-.. ' • . • 
· flows · were m~de, are less steep · and windinq and more · often . ~s~d, ~nd this 
0 • # • • (; ~ ... l 
:· could pos~ibly explain a·lit~le of the differences. 
. /\. . 
0 . { 
.. . ,
,. 
.• 
·' 
· . 
.. 
J. 
\'·. 
"' 
. \ 
0 
(b) ··Traditi.onally each factory and ·estate wa~ j_~ined by ·common-· 
ownership., through a small company or fam.ilv unit •. The fjrst processing 
• . ' . 0 . 
plants which were built were small wind or s~eam operated units to serve 
- . . 
. ' 
. specific plantations. This led to alliances between specific farms and fac-
·' I . . . 
tories before the period when all factories became centraliied. ynder ·one \ ' 
management. Often then, actual routings were not related to least cost si\u-
ations, but to factories with common interest and ownership: In addition, 
. 0 
. . ' 
e~ch privately owned factory competed for .cane. with all othe·r factories through 
offers of- better prices. Plantations were' therefore _able.to ~hop around for . 
the ·best deals even. at the expense of larqer haulaqE! costs·. Thus .l.orig stand-
i ng a 11 i ances were bu.; l.t .up for:, v_~r~ ous reasons. The new .factory organization· 
still oft~n respects some of these_ alliances even ~Jhen they- are not least cost f 
~ and the specific aim of the centralize~ factory administration ·is to eliminate 
- . 
11 harmfu 11 competition for cane 11 • For example Carrington Estates, Woodbourne . 
' . 
.1' • 
and Chapel are somewhat cl o er to Foursoua re-· factory than to Carrinqton fac-
\ • tory'. Th~s- w~ile the 'etua allocation sends the output of these .pla_ntations 
to the traditional ' . . the model allocates them ~o both Carr1ngton and 
Foursquare. 'This allianc system can and should be change9 easily· since pri-
' ' -
vate competition among factories ~as · recently been eliminated and so these · 
flows, where they still exists, are products of iner~ia. 
(c) Another emerginq ·tact~>r. could be the recent introduction of 
mechanical h~rvesting equipment. tn the eff6rt to combat labo~r shortages~ 
a.large vari_ety of harvesters have been brought into the ' island on trial 
bases. The methods of harvestinq vary from cutting and. loadinq whole ' canes 
' ~ . . . . 
\ - . (TOFJJ 150 harvesters) to the cuttfng and .choppinq of the cane i rita sma 11 
.1 engths prior to . tra~sportation (DONM~ZZI a~d MCCO~NEL ~ARVESTERS). The 
' -
1 atter methods need speci a 1 unl oadi nq eq·u; pment at the factory yards, for 
ret~i ev i ng_ chopped cane . fr.om thytra i 1 er. bins for m~vement to the mi ~ 1 
I -
-...:... 
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knives and g~inding machines. · This is a very recent -innovation and many of 
0 
. -
the factories are only fitted ·aut to move whole cane: It.- is a 1 so very 1 i ke7 
.lf therefore that aJloc~tions for the actual flows does and ~ill ~~ve to 
take into accountJthe-method of harvesting used at the -estates. 
0 • 
(d) \The model se'eks a global minimum solution taking· the island as 
one whole. In this conte><t the aggregate minimum figure is not merely the 
• I . 
sum of many minimized parts . . Thus in the over?ll minimum there are SOf!le ". 
individual flows which are not their minimum. A few thus ~et s~crificed to 
the ov~rall good and this explail)s the few long h~ul~ i-n the normative solu-
tion. In the final analysis_ we are dealing_ with a re~l system against an 
idealized pattern. The ·model simplified allocation in terms of quantifiable 
parameters and the other considerations such as ma~agement decisions based 
on terrpin and ot~er factors are riot explicitly accounted_fo~. The actual 
·, progra_m ~-ould take ft~ account a wider spectrum of deci~ion making, . an~ 
they could -possibly also be programmed i~to the model. 
on·e thing efident is th.at the industry is presently opera~ing at a 
very high level of efficiency in its allocation arrangeme-nts.. {See 
f~rther discussion of 11 efficiency11 , ·p. 64-80.). · It is still true, however, 
that this typ~ of analysis could help efficiency· particularly wi~h the 
~ . .. \ . 
... 
decreasing number of factories, where any inefficient al1ocatipns will be 
· more costly than before. ..: 
B. Dual -Solution 
1 . Theory of the Dua 1 
It is stated earli~t tha~ both primal and dual solutions yield valu- ~ 
able results · and these are both i'ntimaUily related. In order, to show the 
relationship and alS,R the physical and economic interpretations of dual .. 
va 1 ues this argument uses the same logic as th_at p~ov{ded by Steve~s l and 
1stevens, B., '1Linear Progranuning ~nd Location Rent 11 , Journal of 
Regional Science, 3, 1961, 15-25. 
. . 
"· 
) 
.. 
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Scott. 1 It is assumed that after the cane is .harve~tect·.a . group .of private 
shippers buy the produce and sell it at the factory .yards. The . profit which 
< • , . ' • f 1 ., 
e'ach one ·m.akes on a farm. to factory movement ( ij )· is 
~l. .. = (V ·. + P) · - (U. t P) .- T .. 
1J J 1 ~J ' 
. where . Wij = profit for one ~hi~per 
' 
v·. = de 1 i vered price at fa c. tory" 
J 
I P = production costs 
. . 
U; = Jocation rent 
T .. = transport cost 
. 1J 
. . 
.In a situation of. perfect competition e~ch shipper will attempt to 
galr:l as high a profit ·as possible. For the entire· system this .equates to 
total profits gained by each :in.dividual .marketing 
w =i)J.v. -rc.u. - :r l: x1 .r1 .. . . J J . 11 . . J J 
agency combin~d. 
where Dj =: total demand for canes ,by fact.ories j j = 1, 2, 3 ..... N. 
.. 
c. = output of farms i 
• 1 
X .• = amo.unt of cane. shipped from i to ,; lJ 
V • t .th d t '• t' j = pn ce a J es 1 na 1 on. ; . 
u1 = price at the ;th -source 
T if transport cost D 
i = 1,. 2t, 3 ..... M. 
. . 
. ' 
The O.V .· and C.U. are equal to Z :v1hich is the objective -function of J J 1.1 
t _he dual'. Maximizing tota·l profits i,s done by maximizing the ~ifferences be-. 
tween the pr1mal and dual functions.while .main;aining both primal and dual 
I . . - .. , ., • . . . 
:constrain~s. · This is done simultaneously by a theorem of linear programming. 
Ev~ntually the maximum of the dual is the same quantity as the minimum of 
. / ( 
the primal problem. In. an economic sense ·th~ .traders wi11 gain no profits, 
I o 
' but by attempting to gain profits from the transactions, caus~optimum 
' . 
0 ' 
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·. 
solutions for both primal and dual programs. There is therefore a constant 
mathematical relationship ·between these two aspects. of 1 inear proqramminq;· 
The rationale for studyinq the economic meqninq of duals has been stated . 
this way by Solow et .. ~. 
· The dual ~nd tts connection with v~luation invite us to apply 
lin~ar programming to the study of markets and pricei as well 
as to the direct study of production and allocation. 
Stevens points out that ·there ire two 'key variables .in the dual, 
' 
shadow prices at source (Ui) and at des~inati6n {Vi) and. the dual functio~ 
0 ' 
0 
0 0 
is defined as .maximizing differences between source prices and thos~ at 
' • I • • 
destination. To understand the workings of t~e dual it is assumed that 
there is a demand fo~ DD tons of cane to be used at a· fac~orv located at j 
. - . . 
0 0 
and there are four estates which could possibly satisfy the demand. Th.ese 
farms are lapelled W, X, Y, ~(Figure 8). If a constant p~oduction cdst is 
0 ' 0 
, . 
assumed the indiv.idual delivered price from the nearest farm will .be OW with 
Te being · tonnaqe supplied from. W. Factory .i beqins by buyincl as_much as pas-
. sible from the n\arest farm since its delivered. price is lo~er due to-a small· .. 
transportation cost. Vj is -~he eq.uilibriu~ · delivered · price at · the factory • 
and OW the price on canes_ from the first farm. Theoretica1ly the·.factory 
first exhausts the nea~est supply and qridually moves outward until its full 
--' . 
demand is finally met. Notice tfiere is the~efore a suppl~ curve SS whic~ -
0 0 
ohas~a step function. This is because when ·farther s_upp 1 i es have to be _tapped 
the de~ivered price must ri~e enough to cover the extra costs involved. In a 
• ) • • ... , ) ' ' ....... ! . ~. 
true competitive setting it is quite likely that each seller_ would increas.e 
· ~is price to just below the level at which a farther farm could replace him in 
that market. · .This, if unregu1ated,,coul.d lead to a chaos in mark~t pric.inq. 
. . 
However since ~he factory has to use supplies from distant farms, and nearer 
1oorfman, R:; Samuelson,P.A. and Solow, R.M., Linear Program!Tiing _· 
-· and Economic -Ana-lysis, McGr~w Hill, New York;- 1958, 59 ~ ' / 
0' 
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. farms could always undersell the more distant ones in any price ·war, stability 
can be possible. Equilibrium is·reached when farm W delivers.TW tons,1 farm 
<;: .. • ~ 
X,TX tons, Farm·Y, TV tons and the final farin, TZ tpns of cane all delivered 
I 
at price 0~. Now we ·have the meaninq of V.. It is the equilibrium price 
. J . 
delivered. at .the factory yard reqardl ess .of · where the supplyi nq farms are 
1ocat~d. _These priAes are only meaninqful if ~~e_re fs a mono~oly situati~n 
existing. The .. Barbados Sugar r'ndustry, particularly the factory. system, is 
very clearly. a .case of monopoly control, s .ince the recent consolidation of 
all prev,ious existinq factori~s .into. one company under a single management. 
For this ·reason the idea of equilibri~m prices can be ~:oked at and some 
meaning attached to them . 
2 . . Equilibrium Prices 
For the 1973 harve'st the fqllowinq system of equilibri .~m prices was 
compute! 
TABLE· 3 
.• 
·Andrews 196 Haymans · 191 t .4 • 
Bulkeley 195 Lower. Estate 197 
0 
·, Carri nqton 195 · . Porters 198 . 
~ 
Fairfield 185 Searles 1"95 
Foursquare . 195 Uplands .191 
Guinea 189 Vauclus'e 195 (Cents/ton) 
The deTivered price at each f~ctory i.s a function of the spatial com- . 
' ' . 
petition for cane· sales among the various estates and peasant farms. lt is 
also indicative in a theoretical sense of the competi~ion between fac~ories 
for 1 imi.ted supplies of cane. This last seems more crucial. These varying 
pr!ces ·say ~omet~fnq_ of the ca~aciti_~s and hinterland size of the factories. 
\ 
' 4 
'\ 
\ 
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In a· general sense the factories with lowest. d~ivered prices are those· 
/ with the smallest capacities particularly Guine~ a.ttd Fairfield. It is v . 
of significance't6 note :that these .two factories~re also th~ same two 
wh~.ich .will ce~se grinding opera~ions as froin 1974 due to aqe, ·ineffi~iency­
anfl1small uneconomic size. At the other extreme. the fattori\s with the . 
largest fac.tory yard p~i .ces are not necessarily the largest factories . in 
tenns of grindin~ capacjties. · Porters is the. fifth· largest factory-in the 
.entire system but has the highest delivered pric.e while tlie factory next to 
\ . . 
it. i?/erll)S. of ~r:i~e, Lower Est~~e, is six.Win size. Here th~se prices 
reli(ed also to the value of the. surrounding land. In the.case\df Porters 
and lower Estate they were force.d to draw cane from very distant supp.l i ers 
. . 
so increasing transport cost and therefore~r~ces. This of course r~yerts 
• 'j • 
to the fact that the crucial factors involved in this system are cap~cities 
of factories per unit 'time, the size and locatiohs of .farm units surrounding,. 
the factories and the areas which each factory draws on for supplies to feea 
their mills . . 
1 
.· 
These factory prices can be use~ to help determine the price to b~ 
paid for cahe _for each producer. The resul~ant structure of ~rices.would 
give a return to each producer reflecting the exact situation value of his 
. . 
site . . This is because with the equilibri4m ba~e price and differential 
Yransportation costs the· overall cos~ variance betwe~n farms would be only 
' the 'differences in relative locations. The .equilibrium price .wou1d therefore 
help to give each p-roducer his specific advantag·e .and balance against ·the 
.fact that no account is presently being taken of differences i.n the juice 
qual.ity of di.fferent estates. In the tase of stale, burnt cane where juice 
quality has deteriorated to the extent that penalty deductions are mad~~ 
~ . . 
I . .. • 
these deduction rates could ea~lnly be fitted~into the .total pricing struc-
...__ _--': . 
ture. The chance to improve on price calcu~;ti~n by the a~dition 'of ~other 
"· 
factor·which could make the structure more realistic also seems to be po-
~ te<lntially fruitful for further meaningful changes' in the i,ndustry. 
3. ~ . Locat1on Rents '~ 
40 
; 
Location rents can be evaluated for the plantations because there is 
a known transport rate which changes .as a regular function of distance . 
(Figure.5). The value difference between an origin and a'destination cannof / 
be more than the transport costs i nvo 1 ved .in moving cane from farm to factory. 
at , '- \ . 
'Win ·ecoQomic terms then the u1 values are location rents c~rding to the . 
classical defi~it~on. This theory is best known in the Ricardia~ formulation ~ 
where land 'is the 'scarce factor. Ricardo postula·ted that as agricultural 
output. increased due to a demand factor the number of farms wi 11 a 1 so increase. 
\ . 
Eventually the farms d~veloped later must be sited on increasingly less fer-
tile land _and ·will therefore incur higher production ~ts. The difference 
be~ween price· and cost is location rent including normal profits. W. Felner 
. \. 
stated: 
. . 
Competitive price is determined by the cost at the margin of 
production where cos~ included no rent but merely .wages and · 
profit.l · . . 
Ren;ts in this case are generated .not by ferti 1 ity, but' by distance and 
costs. There are ~wo conditions which must be fulfilled for this stability. 
. . 
Flows out'wards from farms must-'equal intake at the factories and .P..rice at the 
. ' .. " . 
factory must exceed farm price by the amoun.t of the. transpot:'t cost per ton. 
Thus, price is dete.rmined .by tffe deliverfct price of(the farm farthest away 
. . 
that actually supplies the factory under tonsideration. This estate earns 
. . 
zero rent while the o·nes in closer proximity rej;:eives different rents exactly · 
equal to th~ amounts which they save·on transportation. This is similar to 
. . · ( . 
. . . 
' t ~ I • ~ 
. 
1 
. Fellner~ W., Modern Economic Analysis, McGra~-Hill, New, York, 
1960,- 98. 
' 
.. 
\ 
.... 
4.1 . 
. \ 
vo~ Thu.nen's analysis in which ~-e · po~nted ,out the .. tendency for ecqpom·ic ren~ 
. \ 
~o decline for .a ~iven land use- as distan.ce to the market incr~ased. Assum-·\ 
. . 
• ! . • 
inq the condition of ceteris paribus and variable transport co~ts pr ice 
j ' 
·decl)nes linearly (assumin~ a l .inea~ decay fu)c~iorr) a~d:so . does ec~nomic 
' '· ' . . ~ 
rent assumin§ that land .u~e i,ntensity _is constant· accordinq' to the formula. 
· I E _= .(P-C-Td)y 
where E = economic rent per acre 
P = price per ton ~ 
,, 
C = costs excluding transport per ton 
-T = tra_nsport cost p~r mi 1 e per ton of cane . 
D = distance miles to ~arket \ 
. .:! 
Y = .yield p'er acre 
\ ' ' 
(see Figure 9) 
. , 
Notice that these location rents are calculated only on marginal . ton-
ngg~ f~r each pfintati on. Therefore a sma 1 ..1 output on a hiqh rent 1 ocati on 
such as is the case with Pleasant Vale and In~ian Pond earns as muc~ per ton 
·as ·lar9er estates can, on ' equaf1y favoured · land. If, for _example;·nearer 
"" 
farOJS increased production to the extent where they caul d sati sf.y fa'ctor:y de.:. 
4 • 
mand, then the oufer reg_ions would theoretically qo out of production or more 
practically ·supply ~nattier one. The dual ~erefore qives location rents p, 
-ton' on marqinal amounts of _both land and ,factory capacity. Tne V. can now 
J 
. . , 
also be viewed as location rents for thi1~ctories. · By now it is apparent 
that transport costs' are essential-for the de_tennination of loc·ation. rents. 
This- view of the· U. values i~ one of Stevens contributions to the interpre-
. ... , . . 
tation of linear programs and ·is di~tinct from the theory~ of Spatial Price 
1 ' Found, W.C., A.Theoretical Approach to Rural Land· use Patterns, 
McMillan~ loronto, 1971, 59. 
•:.. 
·. 
-·. 
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Equ i l i br urn as defined by Samu~ l son. 1 As Stevens put ·; t 
_, 
He 
·on e the dual is thouqht of as. a·l ·ocation r~~-t svstem fhe V . . ~e '!les merely anoth~r such. set ·of rents not re.~.,a'lly difbfer~~t 
1n 1nd from the U . 1 S · themselve~.2 ·., .. • " 
. . . . , ' . . -
the rents in ouest ion are· earned' by the .!110re distant 
discounted by the transportation costs.- The whole concept 
I • > 
·of location~ rents as been summarized ~.Y Mar'shall: 
' ' . ' \ ' 
Jf · two prod <;ers .have equal facilit.ies. .. in all respects except 
that pne has~ore convenient situation than the other, and can 
buy and sell 1't;l the same markets with less cost of carriaqe his 
differential ~d~~antaqe .... is the aqoreqate of the excess charqes 
for carri<lfl~ to. hich his rival .is. put ...• this becomes the situ-
ation value of h ~ site·. 3 • " . ., -
In our system; lti~tion rents determine the relative values of suqar 
•\ ~ cane producinq lands in relat\o~n ~o the f~c.torv sys~em. ·More s·pecifically~ 
it gives a 11 r~1 at'iv·e advantaqe \surface 11 which immediately shows .. those farms 
. . ' \ . .' 
better located rela~ive · to the f~ctnries (Figure 10). For the ~sl and as a 
\ whol~ the .va~ue of .site varies fro~-~ zero to ·eiqhteen cent~, Eastern Car.i bbean 
\ cu;renc~.· The ~ap shows three zones ~f best location. Th~ )~rqe~t area 
. _, .. 
includes E~qecumbe~ Sunlfury, Bulkeley, Jordans, Briqhton·, Buttals and t~ind-, 
sor estates. The n~xt ~r~up contaihs the plantations Claybury, Auburn; and 
Tama~ind Hall .. There are also t~o individual -estafes Vautluse and .Redlands 
•, 
with hi~hest rents. All .- these areas earn the hiqhest rent o.f e,iqhteen cents. 
... . . " 
From these areas the surfa1,e qrades outwards -into successiveiy l ower rent areas 
' t • • • ~ ~. • 
and finally fades away into the worst l~cated areas of Golden Grove. and Banna- . 
tyne and the zero. rent estate . ~orqan L'ewis. There · is no ,r.~qular p~ttern f rom 
. . . 
high .. to low rent areas as.indicated by the fairly comp1ex nature of the 
~- -:-· , 1samuelson, P., 11Spati al price eouilibrium .and linear proqr~nmi nq,11 • 
American Economic Revi.ew, 42, No. 3, 1952, 283-303 . 
. --.•. " 2st~vens, B., 11Linear Proqrarnminq and Location Rent 11 , Journal of 
Regional Science 3, 196lf 15- 25 . 
. . 
' 3 -·- ~ ' -- . ' ~a~shall, A., Piinciple~ of Etonomics, London McMillan (7t h ed i t i on) 
1~16' 441. 
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-~ 
f ~ ~- surface-with its ' ma·ny trough~ a·nd pe~ks. 
. .· .. ... ' . 
.. 
. . . ~ 
This is due to the very noticeable 
0 • • 
.. 
·size -dif.fe'renc-es. betwe~n the_ -e~tates, ·and th~ ·1 arge :numb~~ of factor1esG often ., 
. .. 
. . . . 
fair·ly ··<:1os~ to,g~ther . . As· a re~ul~t. ~.here . is .. ·an . intrfcate pattern .of. allocat~on. 
• .: ~ • • •· , . I . , , ~ . ~ • • • , . (})It • , • 
. •. ' which ' 1~a~s directly to. - ~ · CO!Jlpl•ic~t.ep rent s~r.fa~e.- )In addition the factories : .. 
·. ~~ttl .th~l-r loAg ~aul .. s\'lqted· ·e·a-rl ier,. ~(e~·te 11 anomaf\i-~s ~h~re·.-~ · fa:m·.·; .an have 
. 
. ~ , . very · ip~ ·rent and ;et . b~ ; n 'c.l o·se·' J)rox; m1t.v t~ ~rea's o( hi 9h -:r·~nt.~ . r.hi s ; ~ 
•' 
.· 
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.true of t~e . dif..ferenc~ betwe'fm _ Va!J,~luse, eighteen _cents,, and Exc~ange with a 
. . . . . - . " 
- c. , \ Qo " 
-rent of eight .cerits .• In order to make thetpattern. more comprehensible·.~the-:-
. - . . 
" ~ ,. ., ' . ' 
i_sland w~s divided into five groups on the. basis of r~nts, r.angin~ -frnm ·highest 
'I . ' . , . • I .._ • • 
tq .l~west. :orhe best .areas are fo.und in the St~ ·_Georqe Valley -and runniri_q into 
St. John's and part._pf S't . .. Phhip . around Edqecumbe ''plantation. There are · • 
I' 
also areas of. hiqhest·rents at the border ·of St·. Michael; -aml•st. Georqe~ 
. .., . -
and in st: Thomas goinq into· 'its~contiquous reqiot~ in St. Joseph . . TM lar-
-A. ~ • • • • • • • • 47 ' 
. . 
.gest _area fi.ts i'nto-the 's·econd hiqhest rent zones. Generally thi_s is. the 
. . . . . .., . 
r·est of _St. George, ~ anp St. Thomas arid the larqe portiol'l of central St .. Philip 
411' ' . t ~. ~ • (1, • ~ • 
. a~d ':ehri st· Church. Anothe'r, area ; n thi~s catego~.Y _; s the western -terraces· 6f. 
• •' • • • ~ • - • ..,;· 0 • 
St. Peter ~no James ~oinq up to th~ - edqe of t~e coral escarpment· around ~~es • 
• 1 f ~ .. • ... • • • • • t. r • 
HH 1 and·· Gregg farm. In contrast tM~ wo·t-st areas occurred mainly. _in four 
o r 1 .. " 
P.aris~-e~-~ The two most siqnificant being.the. St_.·L~·cy table land i_n · the '~ 
. e •-: ; . •. . L• • .. . 
north of' the tsla.nd.and its adjoi _ninq .area ' St. Andrew p~fticuli1rly the .. Seot: · 
' . . . "" • I . . • ') · 
· _land dist~i~t . . Other.·areas of poorer .. lbcation in .r.:~<la.ti~-~- to the fact_ory· 
~ ft • 'o J ~ • ~ ' I • ' f 
. :, 
, .. _s.ystem :. were .~most of St·. Michael particularly the built up are-a .' rno.ving out_:-
. .J • . 
ward? trom . Brid~etown and going !nto the c9astal areas of ' Christ Churh, · · . 
0 
which is also a heavily residential <area . . Ano~her small 
" . ' 
area i s i[l the South 
. . 
Easte.rf! portion of St ~ Phi 1 ip s~re;tchinq to the - coa~t .• \ 
... 
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4. Marqinalitv 
/ 
' ' . / '.1,. 
,., 
The concept of _location rent.s if'!lplies differences in 1ocati'onal ad- · 
· .. ~antaqe an~ a_ q~ding , into. ~r-~as . ori.·the basis 'of s~e form Qf situational . · . ... 
; ~dva.nt~g·e·. ' .' F~om 'this~<. co~es. another concept, tha~a.rgin~l itv. This 
idea 'stems froin ; th~. wli'61e theory of rent discussed earlier (l,nd has .its defini-
. . ~ . ' . .. . . . , .. 
'.tion in the 1 iteral .meaning. of mar9fn? a. ~ edge .or_ bo,rder . In its .orig.inal -
. . 
ecoAomfc con,text it referred . to those··plots of land Which were SO · po~rly 
' . 
endowed in·terms of goo·d soi-l and '.fertility -that they were on the borderland 
' • ...t 
" whe~e productive land.~tsappeared . into ·unproductive ar~as a~ricultura l ly.-
'There. is also the obvio'Us implication that in any retraction of ·the . ~rea of 
0 
farmlan~ u~der proauction, these m~rqi~al areas,would be the first to be 
' , . . 
·abandoned. From thi s-.. base the concept of marq'i nal ity has broadened to become 
• . • / . . 0 • .. • . 
. . ~ . }. -, . 
applicable to any situat:lon and ·can be defined as bein~ any area or product . 
.. • ... 'wnich has the lowest 'value or uti.l.ity given a. spe_..df'ic criterion or set of . 
. . . ~ 
criteria. · .In· the context of location · rents1he~efore marginality. is a rel a:-
tive thing,dea·ling ·with relative· accessibilit.v to ~he island' 's ,£actory system-. 
. v · . . . •. ......,_ . . . . . . 
The margiri.!ll areas are those which earn lm'lest. rents by virtue of bei'nq so 
. ' ' . . . 
') • la. • ,. .., . 
far av1ay from the speci.fic factories they supply with cane . In a strict 
.. p. .~ ~ 
sense the marginal area~ are thos_e -which. earn zero rent~ 'and in this·case 
: , 
there would b.e only one plantation in tVli~ category,Mo·r~an Lewis in the · 
' .Sc~tlan<;t distric_t. However qiv:en ·a ranqe of eighteen cents b~tween best and 
worst areas ·, ma~gina ·l ity was a~bitrari ly d~f;'ned for "the pur.pose of .this . . 
' . ~ . . "' 
. .t . 
stuqy as being thos,e areas earning a rent of six· cents (()r 1 ess. This ~as done 
because of a Jarge numser of farms earninq below six cents,ofteQ only ab~ut 
._, . . . . ' · ' ' I - · . 
three cents in fact,_ ~nd ~ lse because we a~e dealinq with a r elatiVe · r at her 
I \ 
thaQ. · abso1ute c~ncept. · What: the classif-Ication really says is that t he ar eas . 
·. _· . . ~ltrninq six cen~s or.les's, are tWwor.st loc.ated ' .and . as one qoes progressivel y 
(higher (rents wise) the are~s become more accessible. 
!'· 
·' 
.. . 
' . 47· 
,, 
,. :-
. This aspect of ·the value of site i.s one of the· two important aspects · 
of total sHe .v.alue i.n ttie s.uqar indus:try: . The other fa!=et, perhaps much .. 
' · 
more important, refers back to the original,. .. Ricardian idea of the value' of 
.. . 
. . 
land as a producer of agricultural products in this ·case, cane. It was 
therefore decided tel look at value ·in terms of productivity of the various 
. . . ~ . 
.•. 
areas and see if there is " a~y ~elationship between these two concepts of rent. 
. . 
. r"n ~')'recent survey c·arri ed out by the agronomy !Jnit of the . Barbac;los 1'-
S~gar · Pr~ducers Association, the~ tsland was divided into ecoloqical groups. · 
The · cl.assificati~n 'embraced all the siq.nificant fact~rs affec.tinq production . 
·. 
These i~cluded rainfall, soi,ls, and potential evaporation rates.· To these 
were added slopes and ease ·or otherwise. of mechanising farminq operati'o.ns-. 
- ' . . 
.. . 
Finally an extra hazard, fire, was include~ and it is significant tb noti~e 
. there was a specific category which was called. l.'economicall~ marginal". · THis 
. . 
ref~rred to are~s ·where f~1st 'ratoon yield~ .. averaged. less tha: .twenty · ~ix . . 
tons of cane per acre~ o-r fe 11 ·be 1 ow twenty tons per acre before the fl fth 
I • • • j I ' 
crop. Usinq these criteria a system of twenty one ecological groups . . were 
·reached ranging from .A to u·.an¢ each characterize.d by an ave:raqe.yield .of 
. cane per acre. For exa~ple Group ·A is c;·haracteri sed by 
· (a) less than ~ifty inches J rai'n~al.l a~nually 
. '. 
(b) soil~ m~nly 30s~and Ps 
are~s 0h eyaporation 
·twenty nine point six tons 
(e) economically margin.al with fire since 1968 . 
{ In term~. of slopes the ~allowing categories are ty~ica,l of group A. 
three .percent of ~and in slope grotlp A· 
t wenty two percent "of land in slope qroup A/B 
nineteen .percent of land in slope qroup B 
' 
'thirty tvto percent ~f land lin s.lope .grolip B/C 
twenty percent oj l and in slope qroup B. 
--
) ~ 
A1 -s6 included in the grouping .wa's the ,fact'·that forty four ..percent of the 
. land in -this cat-egory is. easily mechanis.able,. fifty two percent -mech~nisable 
with ~are, anp. five percen~iffiuclt or impossible to mechanise. 1. 
. • I .. , '" 
For ecological marginality the qroups were put into fiv~ cateqories 
'• . 
from best to· worst and mapped (Figure 11) ,' ranqi ng from· 47.1 (group U) to, . 
48 
· ·:- 25A_ tQns per acre of cane (C) .. From the two sets of data dealjnq with value, 
. . . 
. . 
a compo~ite map was drawn up (Figure -12) using a combined scalinq of ecoloqi-
. . . 
:cal qr~up and location rents .. _,Now the ·concep~ of marginality has a more 
'genuine application.· Five categories were created. 
- ' ~ (a) Best areas earni~q rents of thirteen and above and havinq a 
yield over forty tons; 
. I 
., ,t 
... ,, \ 
(b) areas earninq ''rent,s over thiiteen and yields bet\o1een thirty-_ 
three _an9 forty _or rents~ seven to thirteen with yields o~er forty; 
(c) ' .'areas eatning rents of 'se~en to thirteen and yields thirty 
·three to forty tons, or ·rents below seven but yields over forty tons; 
. ·. 
· ·(d) zo~with_ rents ·over ·thirteen but yields bet\'Jeen twenty five_ 
a~d-_ th_irty three t~~e, or rents below seven ·al)d yields thirty 
three to fo.rty tons; and 
~e) th~ worst areas these earn rents of belo·w ·seven and yields 
' . 
twenty .five to thirty-three tons 'or ren~s of s~ven to thirteen cents· with 
yields twenty five to thir:ti three tons per acre of cane. 
, .,. ·- .... 
· , . Thes.e areas then tell us ·where the best and worst suqar cane lands 
. 
in Barbados ·are, based on aJ,l' the factors whi,ch affect production ·_and transpor..: 
~ r jl · , 
. . . 
tation ~o the factories~ Notice also that in the scaling. yields are given a 
. . . , 
.· ' 
1 . . 
Hudson, J., Q_Q_. · cit., table 2. 
. -
.· . 
/ ' I ' \ 
,' ' 
1 I 
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heavier weighting than rents. Th·is is done since rents are · relative and can 
. 
. change given changes in .• the factory system, while ecological ratings are (ii'l'., 
the short run) fixed and absolute. It is conditio~ 
. ' 
• • 
are more important then relative locati 
plantation within the ~arbadian Context . 
. A close. look at th~ ~o~po.~ite map significant relationships, 
. . 
though it should be noted there is no absolute relationship between yield • 
ratios an~ location rerit categories. One reasori for ~his is the ·fact that 
opti~al i.ty, js~ r~rgely influenced by a'qronomi.c concfftions. However, usually 
I . . . . 
the are~s of highest rents are also a~eas of ~iqhest yields. These'are the 
estates Woodland, Redlands, Castle Grant, Claybury, Tamerind Hall,· Au'burn, 
Pleasant Vale and Lion Castle • . There are also the seco~d best areas ·which 
show clos~ relationships in.cluding the hiqh rent zones of St. 'Georqe, Thomas 
and St Philip ~hi_ch ,showed_ up q,n- :the location r~nts map. At tne other ex-
there are the marginal areas with both ·low yields. and medium to low 
. . . . 
rents. Here again the St. Lucy es~ates, Harrison, Colleton, and so on were 
•' 
highlightect. 
- . ~ 
The other signi.ficant group B in· the St. Andr.ew area generally 
and the Scotland district specifical~y, with -Haqgatts, Turner Hall, Bawden 
. . 
•. 
• and ~iver among othe~being worst located on the total value surface. From 
.. 
. this region comes Morgan Lewis which is t~e estate of lowest yields fo~ the 
. ~ . 
island, 25.4 tons per acre and is also worst located having a rent ·value of 
. . . 
zero. The· othe~ wars t off are~s are those arpund the built up areas of S4. 
0 • 
Michael and Ch~fst Church. Th~se ·are just slightly better off ~~a~ the St. 
Lucy'and Scotland region estates. · oi the anomalie~ (~i9~ rent low yield) 
there are only five estates i·n t his qroup· - Sunbu·ry, Trent~, Conqo Road, Har-
row and Grove·, The ottEr type of anoina ly ·(high 'yield, low rent) ha.s only one 
representa t .i ve, Clifton Ha 11 · p 1 an tat ion. 
-· 
,. 
52 
, . .. 
There seems to be 'one basic reason w~y the~e is such a- close relation- · 
ship between the twb factors location rents and pr~ductiv.ity. Inifially the 
. . 
be.st areas ~or cultivation. were opened first, and the more marginal ones 
,, 
later,'because of booming sugar price~ and ready markets. The factory system, 
which came after the plantation system \'laS developed,was built initia~ly 
·around the core areas of productio-n which ga~e . these a-reas a fatal advantage. 
Later with the gra~ual closing of many factorie~particularly the smaller 
ones, the patter:n was for those on· the more ma~qinal areas· to go. The removal 
~ . . . . . . 
o(Sp~inq Hall (St. Lucy)~ Haggat~s (St. ~ndrew), Warrens (St." James), Belle 
(St. Michae.l) ,·Three ·Houses (Sout~eastern St. Ptlilip),, Kendal (St. George) 
in the ·last decade or so testJfies to this fact. T~e recent removal of Fair-
field (St. Lucy) and Guinea (St. John) fort-1974 again seems to support this . 
. 
Lt seems also· true that the 1 arger ~nd better equipped factories arE) always .. 
usually in the c~re areas .of cane production; ' 
The res·ul~s ' of this analysis ca.n have a serious i~plication . for future 
. . ' 
land ~se planning for the Islan9. As ~ated e.arlier t~ concept of margin-
ality . implies . that in any retraction of the margi·n:of profitable cultivation, 
or changes for .any reason, the worst areas waul d . or should Jbe released first. 
t ~ ' • • 
The co~posite map shows where these are. The importance . of this is strengthened 
by the) fact that the sugar industry has been facing many pressures. These 
include increasing encroa~hment· by residential and other nd'ri .agricultural . 
-
u.sages. "A 1 so impor~ant is . the recent use of mechan i ca 1. har.vesters and types 
. . 
. of equipment n~eding, fl.~nd . Final.ly .there have been drought co·nditions 
experienced over the ,1 ast thr.ee years which have caused JJla~y areas on the 
lo~er rainfall groups to cease pioduction~ Ther~ Js, at th~s sta~e,a need 
~ -· 
. . 
for fundamental restructuring of the whole~ry, which will also include 
a. retraction of .the. m~;gin of ~ro~uction ~b that new types of farm operations 
·" 
can be conducted. The composite map ·s.hows the areas which should logically · 
·'' " 
. ' ' 
.· .. 
' . 
• 
• j) • • 
... 
. . . ·1 . ... ·. 
; 
' go first' in ~ny . .._ch~~ges ~htch ~ay occ.ur. , The two. major regions should ob·- : 
. ·. . . . . -· :~ . . . . . . . . . . . · .. .. 
. viously be the St. Lucy and Scotland districts followed b.y the other m~r- . 
• • •• • • 0 • 
~ ·: ·Q.inal regions 'now under c;ultivation, if it becomes necessary; 
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IV. OPTIMIZATION UNDER PARTIAL CHANGE 
·rhe.initial :solution posed 'questiont'on the sensitivity of the results 
I , 
and their stability unde~ changing· -~tions. What chanqes in both the. pri-
mal and dual solutions · ~auld be expec:tetl if there were changes in the para-
meters which control th.e model? The 1974 harvest helps to answe!iJ this ques..: 
tion in relation to chimg.ing .factory capacities. Two factories, Guinea and 
. ~ . . 
FairfJeld, have been scra.pped from .the ena of ·the 1973 harvest, and this ril'i .ses 
. . 
the question of how the surplus cane will be allocated, and how the overall 
\.... ' si.tuation will.be affected by their withdrawal. This 11as ledtto changes in 
.. 
) . 
. . . "' 
·the capacity constraints of the remaining ten factories. Usually this is cal-
• ' I r( 
'culated based on a typical harvest period of twenty hours for a six day. week 
·and a total duration of sixteen weeks. If. bumper crops occur, or any other 
"....... ' . . ' 
factors which affect current production and/or capacity levels, the .sea~on 
. . 
is extended for as much ~s twenty weeks if necessary to ·accommodate the in-
crease.' For. this ha~ve~t, theref.or7, capac.iti~s""for the factories .were based 
on an ei9hteen week harvest and normal operating ra·tes. The assumption seems 
reasonable since there we.re no plans to increase the working rates of any re-
maining factories for ttii's year with ~ew machinery. 
TABLE 4 
. '-
'Factory Capacities for 1973 & 1974 · ~ 
Factory 1973 1974 Grinding 
I 
Rates (Ton~ of. cane/hour) 
Andrews 144,000 ' 157,680 
. ......_ 
·. 73 
~~ · 
I 
' i i ~ '1'1..-........, . 
~ - Bul keley 155,200 168,480 78 
l¢02 ,000 129,600 60 Carrington 
..e:.;,. . ,_ 
Fair.field 68,000 30 • ;-t · 
,, ... 
.. 
. 
i.l., I ~,· .... !.-
54 
.. ~ .. 
' .. 
· . . 
... 
' 
0 
TABLE 4 ·(cont'd) 
Factory 1'973 . 1974 . . Gdndi ng. Rates ·(Tons of ca.ne/hour) 
. Foursquare 102,420 129,600 60 
'f-. 
Guinea 55,580 30 
. 
H~ymans 123,300 123,300 48 
--
Lower Estate 98,000 108,000 
. 
50 
~orters . 110,800 118,80~ 55 
Searles 97 '7.00 108,000 50 
Up 1 ands 89 ,400 ' 103,680 -48 
Vaucluse · 94,600 103,680 48 
A. Primal Solution 
I 
The transportation cost~ for sugar cane movements for this year · ~Tr~ _ .
.- · ,_- ca 1 culated from ,t_he normative so 1 utio~ as. being $2,469, 71~ ;80 ·at 111aximum 
efficiency. Thi's represents arVincreased cost of $58~834.95 or 2.4% over the 
mi~im~m total cost for the same_ crop for 1973. This is an· enth;-ely expected 
. . 
increase since the· eliminat'ion of two factories would obviously cause higher 
55 
individuiil and total costs. The surprising factor is th.at the .difference is r 
no greater -than if -is. Figure 13 -shows the new _allocation· patterns and can 
.. 
~s-i ly be. c~mpared with .the pre~i ous arrangemen{ (Figure .7) •. . · 
. - ' . 
Generally there are longer flows than before -and a· higher av.erage 
distance between farm and ~actory. - T~e- lonqe$t occur between Lamberts and 
- _Vaucluse, Cr_~b Hill and Porters~ Richmond Hill and Vaucluse and Cleland and 
Lower Estate,alf.-of them· beinq asso'ciafed with ~arms in the north of. the 
t. 
island. In contrast ·there are,.only two long -hauls for the rest of the . island 
with Golden Grove and.Pa~~~rs estates . bei~g ro-uted to Bulkeley factory.) · . 
/ 
· There are· gen~rally longer flows in the north compared ·to the south. This is 
\ 
. . 
I 
< 
Figure 13 
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not a surprisi_ng find since the -nerrioval ··of Fairfield tended to imp-ly that 
> 
flows from those areas, once serviced by·· this~ factory, would be somewhat longer 
-- . . }- . 
than · others. ft is also expect~d,sirice the remova-l of a factory from the 
. .· .. 
'1 north, which _is already.~.sp~rsel~-~distributed with factor.ies, woul~ 
impiJ.Ct than the remova 1 of a_ fact~ry from e~-~e~h~re. The e'ntir~ 
_., 
'·pattern has shifted southwards·: ·· . 
have more 
allocation 
S~condly there are far less split all~cation·s 'than ther~ .were for 
a o 4 _ ~ 
. 1973 ·and for 1974 there are no farms which ·are being allocated · to three ·fac· 
. ·' 
tories as happened before. It is impor.tant ·to note however that where these 
~ ...... ~ 
double a,ssigninents are made in the ''program, they occur usually ~n the south-ern 
0 • -
section of the island where there are more factories in close proximity. The 
' . . 
explanation is fairly obvious. ~ith l~ss fa~tories close together fewer 
plantations and peasant farms· Gan view .more than one factory as economical.ly'··_ 
' ' . 
sensible ·alternatives for the sale of their canes. The north·south ·d{fference 
j; I 
· in this respect ~ i e( in the fact that seven of the ten remaining factories 
' 
are located'in the southern sections of the island compared .to 'three in the 
. ·-north: As a matter of fact Vau.cluse could. be. considered mo~e as :·a centrally 
located pla.nt. rather' than being in the northern parishes prope-r. 
t' 
B. Dual Sol uti on· 
1. Egu il i bri uin Prices 
- ' The equilibrium prices at the factorie·r for 1974 were as s.hown in 
Table 5 below. ., 
\ . 
. " 
TABLE 5 
•. 
·•. 
' . ... ~ ' .I .. ":'.. •• --~· 
Andrews 
Bul kel ey 
196 
195. 
Carrington 204 
Foursquare 197 ·Porters 189 Vaucluse 192 . 
.. Haymans 179 Searles. 213 '. . .. 
. Lower Estate 197 Uplands 208 (cents per ton) 
' I 
I • 
.,. 
'a 
f • 
':\ ' 
'vi !:l. 
·' 
. ~ ' • 
. . 
. . I ' .-·sa 
' . 
There has · been_ft\eneral inc_rease · iJV'the pri~es· . at the· factory yard and · thi~ . 
is due .to iTtc·:eas·i·ng di-st~nces and so a greater value added because of .extra 
•• .. ' il'l 
transp~rtation· costs' .. Thi;. is a general· statement'which,hides some sfgnifi-· 
' . . . ·. · , a · 
c~nt in.ternal'differ~nces; . The· equilibriu~ iW.ices of ·all the_ northern fac-
' . . . .. 
tories.ha.ve fal1en -. V.auclus.e by_ thtee·· cents, Porters ·by nina. cents and Hay..: 
. .~ 
mans by ten'cents; !,Two have remained s~able at the sam~ price of 196, those 
.. ,. being Andre~s and Low.er Estate-; All the o~hers ~ave. regi~tered .increases· -
._-... \ . . •. . . 
· · -~~'. Foursquare,- nineteen tents; Searles~ eighteen cents; Uplands, seventeen cents; . 
\ t ,. • • • • 
. \ . ·~.,,~qrrington,,nine cents; and Bulk~eley~ fiv-~_ cents·~. This seems to he due to 
·• c ' / . . • 
· · .. .r·..:::.·the fact that the entire structure is an ' inter1oc-~ing system .of ·rents and 
... .... ' 
. ~ I . 
-:----.. . .,__.,...,··~-I prices connected by tr~nsport links for the whole island op_erating a~ .one unit. 
, . ..t f. ~ . . 
I ~ r . " 
J •• • The remova 1 of a northern factory has created greater- 1 ocationa 1 disadvantages 
"~~ • • Q 
' 
J •' . 
. . . 
1 . ..:fi;)r·_:farn'is ·in this zone be¢ause of the long~~- flows see·n . i'n .th~ pr~ma.l solution.-
In an interlocking systern;the .margjnal areas are'margina1 not only with refer- -
ence to a,·.particula_r factory, but for the e.ntir~ :structure:· Since .(Vj). ' eq~i~. 
lib.ritJm. price is the value of t_ransport cos\_l ... .PJ.us locat_ion r~nts, the crea.t_ion~ 
. . .,. , \ . 1 '• "' . • 
of.higher · rents.because of the closeness of many factories in the·south h·As 
. . 
. : ·~ ~ 
at the. same. time _re~ulted~in.higher pri'ces~at the fac~ories.~ This is precisely · · 
Ste\en,s~ point in vi.ewi~~~ V j 's al,so ·as location rents. 
.\ 
' ' 
0 
.~ \ 2. Location Rents 
,, 
\ 
\ . . ' <) . F_o\ 19?4 there is ¥~i der range in the rent; from' zero to forty !?~ven ·. 
cents compar-~ed _with a highest of. eighteen cent~ for 1973 .. (Figure 14). ,. There 
is ~ whole sh'ft southward ·Of the centre of the rent surface. Generally. there 
6 •. ·~."' . 
\ ' I ,t • # i-~ a _;eqular p~~ern. from the zero rent fa~s i~ nort~e~n .sf :·Lucy ._and (}!a~~ ~--
. al1y . increas.ing. into the central zones almost unifonnly . .from west to east. I · · 
' ' . . '- ' , • I .. 
The· system· merge~ into two pe_aks southwards. The first high· rents 'area l_ies .. 
. .. 
· ~rou~d Upl a~ ~~t~ rent_s it1 the hi.gh th~ rties· and forties i ncl udi.ng .such 
"· 
Figure 14 
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' 
·:farms: as Ashbu.ry·~: H~nley, Todds and Ellesme~e . amonq others. : ~rom here · there · 
is~ lower rent trouqh around ·sections q~ s~: aeorge in th~ estates · Eai~v~ew, a 
. Farm~ Drax Hall ·and Cottage with twenty :~ix cents. ·It then bu.ilds up .rapidly 
;"~ ; 
. :1 
. l 
. . 
- to· the second hiqh zone around Carr.inqton, Fo~quare, and ~earles factories-. 
. ' • Q • • . . . • 
This is essentially t~e 'st. Philip ·parish and hs adjoininq sections with 
. . . . 
. . 
···. ·Christ Church,,St: John. and St .. George.'· The hiqhe•st rent farms are· Sunpur.v, _ 
' " . . . \ 
· Edgecumbe, Carrinqton estates.. and Ouqhterson alonq with a few,·others . . To 
~ . . . . . J . . . 
the east. of thi_;; l.ies a low.er .zone. of rents around tw~nty n·ine cents: Aqain 
as wa·s the .ca~e in .1974 the worst· ar;eas are in St. Luc.v ·and st. Andrew and 
. the cb'astal areas ~f s't.· Peter,' Ja~ss and shM.ichael. T~e .best r~nt zones 
. . . . . I ' 
are .gtouped around tlie seven .southe"' factories parti.cularly the lsouthernm~st · 
"'three. The local'\e~ lower _rent zone o~ this .regi.on occurs i~ that a~ea once 
served~by Guinea including ·Moncrieffe, Cliff and· So~iety estates. The nor-
thern low rents are a reflection obviously'·of the removal of Fairfield from 
4 
• the sys~em. ·Note that because of_, this Morqan Lewis, the .most ma~gi~al farin 
-~ f{r 1973, now has a rent -''Of .fourteen and the zero rent farms are Checker 
. . 
Hall, Fri.endly Hall·.and Crab Hill to the ~orth. There are a few anomalies. 
' . . 
Ba~natyne is again a low·rent, farm ten cents Jn .a hiqb rent zone as is the 
ca~e _of .Golden Ridge, tw~nty six cent~. A~ t.he.~ther end of th~ ~cale is 
Mount Hi.lton estate with a .very hiqh rent, forty two cents, located in a 
• f • • 
region of q'enerally lower rents. Tfi"ere is ·another interestinq case in the 
' , . . 
north .where Bourbon and Alleynedale earn rents of eighteen in a zone usually 
yieldinq advlntages ·of eight. cents or .. less·. This is due .to the fact that the 
. ·< 
' 
optimal alfocation for them within the total system· is· to Haymans factory . 
- . , . 
while most~ of their neighbourinq farnis qo. elther. to Porters or Vaucluse, bl#h 
.· . ;r.· .:9~-, whlf~h are further awa.y .. · ~t is by now evident . that the .removal of' F~irfield 
._,..; ./ ' . . . ' . 
fro~he ·system had .a qreater impact ~n costs and rents, than did tha~ of 
Guine~ which was.ih the main factory~on~ . Thus the old Guinea farms are an . 
'-
' 
f 
'· 
,. 
' ; 
I 
' \ 
,.' . 
. \ 
\\ 
-. 
.. 
·a 
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. . 
a~omaly in a. hi~hest rent area, but yet earn muCh · more than the Fairfield 
. zone or most of the norther:n area . for that ma'tter; . 
\~hi 1 e there have b~en imnortan~ :change~ in . t_be two rent systems for 
the b1o ye~rs y'et the basic.patte·rns are somewhat similar. The ma.ior hiqh 
. . . '• 
rent z.one for 1973 is als~ part of. one"hiqh zone for 1~74 thouqh this is not 
a very close fi~ ~nd t~e-second peak for 1974 d6es: not ~oinc~de ~ith· any 1973 ·. 
best lo~ation zones. Thi~ could. be somewhat misleadinq~ince the rents and · 
their de.~ig.nation· as beinq .h~9h, low and so on a_re' relative to the situation 
. . 
·for the parti cul a.r year. The ~ange has expanded so that areas of,_ 1 o~t1est and 
--.._ ... r 
_medium reDtS for 1974 now gained around twenty cents which would have be~n 
highest for ,the prev(ous year. 
• !.• 
In a~ sense they·~re better off financially 
. 
compared to their worse located ne.ighbours . whose relative ·positions wor~ened: 
The classification is therefore arbitrary since a far~ which can earn a rent 
. ~: 
o( anything over zero is doinq fa~rly well and a ·rent of"'twen~.v cents is very 
goo~ even though others niiqht be e.arni.ng forty seven cent~. The classification 
is for ~omparaiive pyrposes ~only and marqinal ~arms except ~or th~ zero rent • , 
. I . 
on'es, are disadvantaq.ed only in respec't to other~ better located than themselves. 
_Jr. Marqi nal i~y l· ~ . <-
' . 
With a stable ecological base an~ a shiftinq rent surface·. th~ relation-
ships between the two•and . the resulta.nt total marginality boundaries hav.e ·. 
shifted for . thi.s ye0:r. There is nov-1 no clear cut r·el ation.ship between qood 
' production zan~~ and advantaqeous· locations in the rents sense of the word. · 
For examp 1 e·. the hi qh .rent zone in the south around Ca_r.ri ngto~,. Flfursquare 
and Searles factorJes c,re in the two worst ecoloqical qroups. On t~e other 
. ..., 
' . , I ~ 
ha~d the rent zone around U~lands with its peak, is in one ·of the be~t ecologi-
·'' 
. · · ca 1 categories . . The best fit occurs for tl]e mass of fanns in a sort of middle . 
: . zone which ·coincides with qood _  ecological· qro.ups ~nd reasonably hiqh .r~nts .. 
'•) 
"'' 
...... 
·: . . ·. 
r 
- ........ -
•. ' 
.. 
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This ~approximates to . rents of thi'rty and . .Yield~ of around · thi-rty two ·tons 
.. 
0 . • ... • 
for. this- year the bes~·fatm is Clifton Hall with hi.ghest rents per acre. 
. . 
and highest yields. There 1s again however a quite goo_d relatio_nship be-
. . . I 
tw~en the areas of both low rents a·nd low yields. !~~St. · tucy, Andrew and ... 
coastal regions of St. Peter, ~ames and Michael again emerge as zones of 
.. . .. . . 
greatest margin.alit·y· in a composite sense. This .is also t.rtre of the a~ea in 
so~theastern St.- P.hili~· ;ith l~w yi,elds and low or iedium rents. Th~re is 
. . . 
still a l?t of va-l{dity in talking _of 'to.tal matgi~alit~ f~~ _the sugat;,._industry.'' 
. . ' . - . 
. It can still be ~aid that the 1974.pat~ern reinforc~s the 1973 one to the 
extent.some marginal areas have become worse off. 
• Q ' ' 
. ./ . . 
However .the fact that the best a rea s .a·t both 1 eve 1 s do·. not coincide 
. . . 
· tends to suggest that the present' ten f?cto~y system is·.Qot th~ best organize~ . 
. --
. . 
taking · .into account the highest yielding fann region's to be serv·iced, and 
& 11 • • • I j 
1' i,mplies the ·~ossibility o~ . reo.rqanization . . This is-,.of course~ assumi ng'that 
. . it mak~s more· sense economically to have factories nearest to the major pro-
... ·ducers. ·It is reasonab1e to make that as·sumption, since with the coincid'ence 
. #.· 
lo~ations ~he bulk of any harvest wou l d have of best land ard ~est factory 
shorter dist~ces . to move and so incur _lower costs. What eme~ges woulq be a 
) ', 
·. ba 1 ance or tr.ade . o'ff ~et:wee~ ' the overa 11 :::~ood_ anr i ndi vi'dua 1 di sady~ntage' 
which can be easily ·offset by a subsidy or preference i.f .necessary. Whi_le 
., . . 
it is economically unsoun·d. to 'relocate expensive factories mer;ely to improve 
trinsport. costs, there a~e mAny reasons ·dealt with in ~ the n~xf cha~ter.~hich-
""' . ~ . . 
suggests th~t ~elocation is ~easible and ne,~es-s.ary_ for further factory ration.:. 
. . 
alization in the Barbados Sugar Industry. 
C. Conclusipns .r ·, 
0 
The 1974 results hav~ shown how the system of allocation, rents and 
prices have been altered because of one factor changing. · There are two other 
-
..... 
. . . 
.... 
,. 
' 
.. . 
·( 
·' 
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' . : 
paramete~s fn the model which can also •cause change in eventual solutions, 
. . 
these. being transp·ort costs and farm · p·roduttion changes. The first can be , 
~a used. by a· switch to new method~ of harvesting and transportati ~n as {n the ... 
. . . 
recent: introduc~ion of chopper harvesting whic~ used spec_ial . bin~ _on . the-...., 
trail ~rs. 
, 
Fa~m outputs can increase due to new varieties of c~ne, · a change · 
in acreage between food crops and cane on estates, or•any similar factors. 
~ . . .. ' . ' . . 
Since tHff final result is ~o sensitive· t~peculi~r conibinations ,_of -these 
. . . . ,. : 
crucial factors there.i~ a point to be m~~e on the use of the model. Results 
" · ' . . obtained~r~ . op~imal only .for a spectfic and fairly limited time period over 
. . . 
. -
which drastic changes are not expec~ed. ' 'For planning purposes this period is 
usuall~ one .year whicH. is also the· best planning period for a cane harvest, 
• , . . I 
• • Q 
and ·if this method were ever used new solutions would have to be found on · a 
yearly basis. 
' \. _· 
. 
. . 
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V. ,RATIONALIZATION OF THE FACTORY SYSTEM 
Evolution of the ~.ctory System ' 
I . 
I. 
The al,-ocation models used in previous ch~pters create efficiency 
within t'he · conte~t of an ·'exist•inq inf~astructure~. which is not necessarily 
~ 
the most -efficient fo~m of orqanization possible. It. is .thus a purely short 
term solution qiven the structure of the present arranqement anrl any w~ak- r 
. nesses inhere-nt in that system·. This is exactly what was done throuqh the 
us~ of ·the t\'lel ve and ten facto~y structure for the Barbados Industry. How-. 
ever there seems t.o be 'cl.ear evidence ·to suggest that the present pattern . 
. /.... . . . . 
could be · ~mproved by a reduced number of fac~ories, but carryin·q larqer grind-. · 1 
ing capacities and th~ouqhput. This chapter looks ·at the issue of factory 
. . . 
....Jntralizati_on and ·the-need for a more r-ational'system, particular.ly the loca: 
· tional and allocation aspects of this change .. ' . 
The factory syst.em in Barbados ~valved over a .300 year p·e~i a{ be~i n-
riinq in the 1Vs with t~-e ~ntroducti .on of the first. mills · from Brazil. <> 
Gradually as each estate qat orqani.zed, it d~~eloped ~inq equip-
. . 
ment whi~h worked Y,.ear round to produce sugar for the overseas markets·. By 
·1708 there w~r~ 485 mills of whi~h 409 were ~ind driven. The f~rst steam 
. ' . . . .. .... . . . . 
' . .. 
·pl·ant was introduced in 1840 and at this time there were 506 windmil'ls·. ~e 
ste~m plan~s were 'more effi'cient part~·c~i;rly ~ith the i.ntroduction of' vacuum ' 
. ~ ... 
·pans, .. a centrifuge and _horizontal mill/:· s.o that by _1B95 !here wer;- over.lOO_' _ _, 
~team operated factories. 'concomittantly ther.e wa~ a s.harp decrease ~n the · 
number .of .wiridmills an~ in 1900 fhere .were onli 33R left. 1 By 1913 these had 
again reduced to 217 with a sliqht ' increase in steam fa~tories to 103. The 
' . 
. . 
1Notes on Bar..bados Sugar Industry, PAM! West Ind.i es Sugar Technol oqi sts 
Meeting, May 1973. i \ 
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- ~· . t: 
.. 
firs:t World War and .. a hi,gher demand for suqar s.aw the first large factories 
' being.bu~lt._ In 19f9_ twenty-nine _ centra~s were in_operation : ~nd a smali_ 
r~sidue of steam a~l'd wind mills •. In 1939.follqwinq an- inquir.Y after the 
' . 
y_ears of social unrest a. su?ey lis~ed thirty three_ central :.a~tories, 'thirty 
seven wind mills qnd thirty five steam plants. The last wind mill at Morqan 
Lewi~ ceased operating in i946,and by the 1950's there were only 'ten steam 
..... . . 
.... . ' - 1 . - . 
driven plants and twenty four large factories. This proc~s of change ~nd 
amalgamatio:n went on into the 1960's with a -further ·reduction to sixteen · 
fa~tories ('centrals) and six steam operations making fancv molasses. In .1970 
one more sugar factory anp-Jour ~steam · p~ants· were closed. The latest episodes 
' • • : - "i - . ..,.. • (' 
in --the changinq'factory structure are goinq on ~ow in _t .he 70's. In 1970 'there 
/ . . 
was the consolidation of all rema_ininq~-factories under a sinqle man~gement 
. . 
authority, · T.he Barbados.. ~ Sugar Facto·r-ies Limited_. As· a resul :t of this chanqe 
. . ,.... :: . . . ' . ... ' 
- -
· three factories a~_(f' the ?ther st)~m operations . wer~ imm~diately cl_o_sed wh_il e 
a larger factory, Guinea, was converted into a fancy ·molasses plant. The 1973 
) . 
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harves-t was processed by twelve remaininq ·fact:ories. ·Before th~ 1974 crop . 
' 
' 
two oth~r factories, Guinea ana Fairfield, _were listed to end qrindinq· oper- I 
ations. · 
B. Centralization· .. 
. ~Th~. debate ·on ~entralization of the factory system has qone on in 
the island for well over a hundred years. First serious mention of the issue 
. . -
-. was in 1885 when a bill was. passed in the legislature allowing the Barbados 
i . ' . 
Agricultural Society to raise· t~e nece.ssary loan for ~ central. The whole 
idea \'laS squashed, however, 1-1hen qood enough security could not be qiv.en by 
the planters ·against the debt. In 1898 two financiers from Britai n made pro-
posals for the buildinq of a c~ntral. ·· The arranqemenfwas to be tha·t cane. · 
1 -
Saint, .Q.ll. ill., · 5. 
, . . 
. -
j 
~rowers sup~_ly them for teo years at a price not exceedinq-10/·per ·tan. ~ 
· .. Besi.de_s, thej.plante~s were to oreceive{a~f of th.e f.actory p~ofits after all 
rele.vant ~xpeDses had _been ' deduct~d, includinq the s·in~inq ·fund and ·deprecia-
tion. This profit was estimated at one shilling and three pence per ton of 
. 
~ane giving the p~antatio':ls a total earn1ng of eleven shillinqs and three 
. . . 
. . 
· pence per ton of cane. The plcrnters,' . however, ~alculated that they were 
earning twelve shillings six pence-per ton of can~ for the manufacture of 
muscovada sugar a.nd choice molasses using their own small plants, and there-
fore .~ejected the proposa1. 1. The issue was car.ried over into the following 
.... " .. . ' 
century. In 1908 moves for the creation of a central\·~ere introduced int'o 
the House of Assembly. It was pointed out that 
. r 
So 1 on~ a'-s the present rna rket fqr~.muscO-,vada _suqar exi- sted~ 
the necessity for sugar fac~or.i e~~~was not apparent. 2 
·The caution was given that the · muscov.~da trade was unstable and could easily 
. ' 
.crash, and that new factory ma.chi(lery waS""capable of a qreater juice extrac-
. . 
tion than the old mills, which only re~_oye·d about fifty six parts of juice per 
100 parts of cane. The considered op1nion of the committee was that serious 
. . 
· .; efforts should be made to raise the necessary capJta 1 for such_ a factory. At 
"' this time· however the building of ~entrals in Puerto Rico 'left Barbados ·i.n 
. a more favourable position to supply North Americ;a with molas~es . . This was 
/" part~ularly , evident aft_er 1905 :t-.rhen a· new process was discover~d by wh~~~ 
11 fancy mol a·sses 11 was n1ade·. The island's advantage arose from the i;act tha't _ 
t'he ·new co·nversion process could ·more efficiently be carried out in small 
{I • • \ l 
pl~nts rather than l~rge factories, and so the island filled the qap left in · 
. . 
the United States market by · the~ f'actor.v chanqes ·in Puerto Rico. · As S\r· John j- .. .·. .· I. . 
. Sai_nt, 1953, .5. _ 
· ,_
20fficial Gaze.tte, JuJ.v . 26, -1909. 
of Assembly, t1ay _6, 1909, •. _.. ·. _ 
~ 
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, . sa·; nt puts it: 
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All·the ev.idence goe·s tb show th'at"until the first ·World'War 
improvement .6f faetories · was a ~low pr6cess in Barbado~ and ~· 
. the chief reasons were undoubtedly the demand for edible mol-
_,) asses which could be sQl d above the parfty of suqar and the · 
. 
I 
· .difficulty of findinq capital · for such improvements.! 
. ~ithi~ the last decade the issue has aqain risen~ particul~rly ·at · 
this tiine when reorganization of the fnqustry seems so vital f~r its sur-
vival. In 1962-63 there was a commission of Enquiry into t~e Barbados 
Sugar Industry and hiqh on· the . 1 ist of potential and necessar.Y cha_nqes. was 
. ' \ . 
the centra-lization . idea. It should b.e noted that varyinq deqrees of centra-
lization and consolidatio·n have b.een goinq since the earliest debate on fac-. 
tory efficiency' around the island. _The· commissioners stated the problem as _ _.· 
they saw it: 
. ' 
The proliferation of small factories ~nd the close ·proximity 
of more than one ~.actory to those cane supp 1 i ers who ..a (a not.. 
share hol~ers of estates,. have resulted _in keen competition 
for cane. . · . 
. ~ \ 
From there it ~as a short step to make the basic recbmmendation. 
The only solution is to have more modern and ·larqe factories 
strat~qically placed ·o.ver the island so as to make ft uneco-
nomic for a grower to supply canes to more than one factory. · 
Each factory wo.ul d therefore have a som~what monopsonistic 
position.3 _ . · · .· · . . · 
In contrast to this the Sugar _Producers Association 'does not ~accept 
. f . . - • '" 
the· idea of total c.eritr~ 'l ·ization ·. Jo them it is . too costly~ venture and a 
waste almost, since they have factories which.ar.e still in workinq condition. 
It is also claimed by th~ · suqar Producer·s. Associati'~n 'that the island's road 
system is too narrow to accommodate larger tran~port units which would be 
1 . 
Saint, 1953, 4. 
·, 
2Farley, R. ; Ifill,'M. and Brown, J., -Commission of In~uir~ i nto the 
Barbados Sugar Industry, Barbados~Government Printing Of!ice 1 62- 3, 39 . 
. ' 3
:QR,. cit. ' 39. I :·, 
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. 
needed to ·supply the centrals from the estates~ They a·dmit however that 
Q • • ___.1' . 
som~ fpnn of change is needed .. 
At present there is ·r~ally no ·cohere·nt pol icy of closu.re. 
and there have been a number of· examples of f~ctories in-
stalling new and expensive equipmen~ only to. qo out of · · 
prriduction a year or two later. · 
t 
Their idea of change.is to work from the_pres-entsystem ~educe the num- . 
ber .to a desired ~mount . based on the better o~es.in existence at the ~resent. 1 
. ' 
There is a·lot of supporting theory behi~d th~ idea of centralization 
an~--~-~rge plants, most ,of i\b~ing related to economies of scaie . .. General-ly 
· t~.e) cost of industrial products ·is lower in the larger plants sinee the costs 
. . ? . . ~ 
of equ.i.pment, . construction, ·land and labour do no't vary fn .direct proportion 
.to chanqes in plant size. 
' 
·-
.. 
. 1 
. A United Nations survey on· the subject 1 i sts two types of sea 1 e 
j 
advantages, techno)ogicar and econom-ic.· The form~~ are derived throuqh di-
vfsion of labou~, process inte~ration and the physical and -mechanical advan- · 
'· . . ' . 
' . . 
t .ages. of larqe size. This operates partl·y throuqh the use of machinery which 
is not feasible at lower outp'Ut levels·. Economic scale .advantaqes operate 
. . . . 
through res~arch, marketing, maintenance and the possibility of easier credit. 
. . - ' . 
He·re less overhea{is. required per unit of output since fi?<ed costs c~n- ~e 
spread over iarger am~unts ~f product. 2 ' R. Auty has· shown that the ~ost per 
ton of · in.~talled capacity for a sugar factory below 9.000 tons. is twice that 
· for f 22,000 ton ·.plant. There are also larqe savi.ngs ·to be made on factories 
68 
up_ to 36,000 .tons. One reasol") cited is the fact that machinery costs increase 
I" proportion to the surface area of materials u.sed~ ·while capacity rise~ in 
·. \proportion _to the volume. Thi~ . is particularJ.y evident i~duct.ion processes 
' 1 .. . 
.Hudson ... 13. 
'· 
..... 
2Industrialization ~nd Productivttv, Bulletin 8, United Nations, 
New York, 1964, 53-61. .• 
• • 
. .. 
·' . 
~ . 
· ' 
I ' ~ .. 
., 
s~ar manufacture where the.machines used are mainly containers. 1 It 
that larqer more modern equipment will give an improved 
overy ratip of sugar from suqar cane. 
he concept of increased size and efficiency has been support~d by 
Saint. ' In his work he evaluated the im~act of many variables inc~udinq . rain-
fall and factory efficiency on the output of sugar in the Barbados Industry 
- . . . 
for a period of 100 .years. He.·fi.rst plo.tted output in /;ve year averaqes 
69 
a~ainst rainfall ·for the same periods, to test ·thenrelationships and then ·" 
. . 
excluded the impact ·qf ~ari'abl~.rainfall -by calculatinq the average tonnage 
of suga;.,. in .each five y~ar p~;i.od per inch· of rainfall\ The ·.increases ~ver 
time were.then explained by o·t~er variables particularly factory efficiency. -t 
The article showed that between 1855 and 1869 the averaqe yield of suqar was. 
810 tons per inch of rainfall and this could have been increased to 1340 
tons ~f factory performance had been equal to that-of the 1940-50 p~riod. 
The increase .in production due to improv~d factory efficiency · 2 is that of the order of 530 tons of sugar per inch of· rainfall. 
It seems therefore that ~.entral ization should be the next ·logical step -in . 
. . . 
further rationalization of the factory system. Credence is added to this 
by the fact that the Farley Report and nearly all its recommendations, except 
the chanqes in land tenure, have been accepted by the Barbados government and 
included in their m'aster plan for the lonq rahge physical planninq of the 
isl.and. 3 This would help . to br_i.nq th~ · island into the mai~stream of rationali-
• . 
zation at the· factory level which.has been qoing on in the other sugar 
.. 
ifl 1Auty, R.._M., 11 The. Sugar Industry of Demerara 1930:-65, Some Problems 
in' Identifying Scale ·Economics 11 • Journal of Tropical Geography, 34, 1972, 
8-16. 
2s . t . . t 5 a 1 n , QQ... · .£1_. • 
(\ 
' 3Physi~al Development Plan for Barbados,~· cit., 16-17. 
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producin·g ; sl ands of the Caribbean i n~!~~nera i and the West Indies in p~rticu-
'· '/ 
lar.(Table 6) •• \.~ ,. I ' 
~· \ . 
Source: Fa ley; R., et~ al., Commissjon 
of Enquiry into tne Barbados · . 
Suq r Industry 1962-63, Appendix: . . 
' • • • • ' I 
- Th.e allocation and location plications of centralization are. based_·: 
I .- . . • 
on the h~conmenda'tions made. to the ~inent by the Farley Report . . The · 
reporl ~suqq~sted the eventual cr tiorr of four· centrals- withi.n the de}:ade 
1963;73 each with a capaci_ty of 40,000 t9nS of sugar annually. It was sug,-
gested th~t because .bf fin~nci_p1 need, two should be f.irst bu~lt in _areas · 
. -
with the _replac·enient of.-the smaller ana older existinq plan'ts- in _mind.' The 
. comple~ed sys~em ·.should have been in operati'on by 1973 at wh~ich time tota] · 
capacity w.ould be.-"equal to national production. In the location decision: 
. . . 
' ... the new centrals sho'uld be so located as to make it uneconomic - · 
· · for all but a few suppliers of cane to yiew~ any two· of them· as 
. · alternative outlets for t .hei r products. · 
- . . - ~ I "" 
J . _. ' • -. 
~~----------~--------- - .. 
. . 
. ) ,, 
. 
1Farl ey ~ et. ~·, 1962, 36 .. 
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The final system, it was stressed,. _would create an e.stimated .savings 
Cl> ' ' 
- 1 . I -
of $11.08 per ton of sugar. It would allow all costs and inter~sts on _ the 
.. 
venture to be repaid within eleven years, and leave the industr~ far better 
equ_ipped to tit pos·s.i.b_le:changes in the ·. i~ter.n-~ti~nal position of suqar. - ~ \ 
The a r·gume_nts giv;n, parti cul a~ly ~hose · of t,he Farley Report, s·uqqest 
. . ~ . 
the n_eed for the creation of a .more hiqhly centralized system of factories than 
. 
there is at the moment. Ass_um~g a four fac_tory s_ystem is .required, there is 
'\ n'ow the need ·tO find th~ optima 1 1 ocati ons for thO :actori es .and a 1 so · the 
optimal allocations between the farm~and the new centres. This is done by 
the joint 1 ocatio·n-a llQcati_o·n ·a lqori thm using the. four factories and 'their. 
capacities, and the output of tH~ surrou~dinq land a~ the basil data. 
C. ~ocation-:-A1location Me.t'hodol<;?Q.Y 
l ' 
The proqramminq technique used to solve this probJem was developed 
• f ' • J ~ f ~ 
· •. by Cooper2. and Miehle. 3 Tb~re are two· ;undamental principles involVed. 
(a) _If the allocation _of demand points to centres is known then the 
' I best centre locations are easily found by the use of ·a Weber t_voe analysis. 
• ' • • ,' D , " • ' t, • 
In other 'words ~he centre o.f gravit/_o,f a q'roup of weighted 'points can be found. 
If . . ~ . . . : . 
_. (b) If centre. locatio~s arer known a-nd fi:e~· optim~l allocations . c~n 
. . .: \ ' 
be found ~Y routing· each ·supply p~i·nt ta its nea;est receivi _rig. centres._·. 
The· actual a 1 gorithm divi.des the sources into a des ired number .of subsets 
based on weiqht~ and c.entre capacities·. rh~ optimum sin~le loca~Jn is · the~ · 
. !'o.und for. e~ch subset. Thi's isl> in turn fo~}owed by, a. number of proqram ~tera1- . 
fions a:!e~~-at~ng between location of , ~entr,and all~cation of source? .. to t~~m . 
until it-ability is· reached. Stability occurs when all ·sources are as.signed 
• • t -
,_: 
1 . 
Farley, £2.· cit .. , 4~. (Based ori total cost of s_ugar production.) 
. I > 
2coope·r, L., 11 He~ristic Methods fo~ Loca~ion-Allocation_, Problems", 
SIAM Review, 6, 1964, 37-53; - . 
. . 3Miehle,~ W ;~ "Link Len~th M@mization in Networks", Operations 
Rese·arch, 6, 1958, 232-43. _ _ \. 
. . 
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" 
to their ,clesest centre, and each centre is at the minimum point of 'its 
.. . ... . set of . demand points~· ' , · · . 
"· ;,• 
This location allocation procedur~ has' been pr~gra1111l~d into compute.r 
~ . . . 
package format in a program called .ALTERN devfsed by'L.M. Ostresh. It is a 
program written in' IBM FORTRAN language, and can be solved on a 370 computer. 
. . ~ 
Jt · is a heuristic which means ~hat the final solution is worse than the abso-
• .I • I ~ • • 
lute· optimum and' the margin of error has been ca1culated as being 2% above 
,4 • • • 
the optimum. 1 
. . 
The output .9i ves both the' a 11 ocat ion ··of demand points,'. and _ 
.. \) 
set.s of ' 1ocational coordinates whicb show optimal factory ~ocatjons . . 
. . 
D. Results: Locations and .Costs 
. . 
' 
A four factory system was suggested by the Farley Report. Figure ·15 shows 
. . . (. . 
th-e optimal locations of thes~factories. Fi·~ure ·15 sh~ws the optimal locations 
~ - ~ 
for a four facotry ·system as suggested ·by the Commission of Inquiry. · Ass-uming 
t~e sam~ outputs and tr~n~port costs as for 1973 and ,~·?tt the aliocati~ns show 
. -. .. . . . . --:'--::-.. : ' 
a cost of $2,560,867:48 (EC). 'Thjs cost is 'an increa~e of $91,155~68 or 4% 
. . 
- . ., 'c 
for ·an improved system. Usually centf'alization \i, nvoly~s -a tra.qe off between 
:'. 
~ ~ . (. . . . . . . . . . . ... , · 
:...--- .. increa-sed transportat~on· costs due to longer _distance~ to .trav~l _ , ·and the penefitS·' 
'· . 
from ·the improvement itself. Th~ benef·its have been calculated a~.-cre-ating a· . .. 
. .. . . 
• • 1 - • • • ,~ • ~ • • .., 
savings of. $11.08 orl•every \ton of sugar. 2· This obviously ·outwaighs by. a ·great 
-·-""\ . . .. \ . . 
margin the ,extra 4% t~an~p?~! _costs which 'o~y ~ea~s on the av~rage about $2.08. a ._ · 
. ton of cane. ~esides th~re ~s also a be6efit in ·transport cos~s cit.anotne,r l~ve1. .. . 
• 9: • d - . ,... . 
. With far ·lessrfactories arid the~e optimally located there will. b.e a lower total 
'~ \ . 
·, 
"' 1 ostresh~ L., Altern: ·· Heuristic Solution to . theM Centr·~ Location 
Alloc~tion Problem; CompU:t~r- Programs rfor. .. Location· Allocat ion Problems, 
Monogr.aph N~. 6(.Depa_rtrne-n-&·of Geography, U.nivers ity of Iowa, Rush.ton,, 
Ostresh, Goodch1ld .(eds.) 1973; 55-66. . · ' · 
. 
·~ 
· 
2Farley, o,p; cit: , 36. 
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Fiqure 15 
LOCATION/ALLOCATION 
FOR A FOUR FACTORY 
SYSTEM 
• Factory 
-- Allocation 
Product ion Zones 
Of 40,000 Tons 
Of Sugar 
0 1 2 3 4 
Miles 
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' 
' ..
costs ·for the t[q_ns'porta.ti on of sugar from the_ factories to · the suqar termi-
' -
naJ in Bridgetown, the port of shil1)11ent. This has extra significance since 
74 
th~ c~st. per\ ·t~n 'for .sugar is $3.08. l .It c·an be .c;oncl uded from. these costs· ' 
·'fl ·that" the n~w .).. a ct~."Y_ syS tern . has m:n y ·be~~ its to a ~d to_ the industry and c~ n 
. easily .offset t e extra cane transport costs involved • 
. ' \ . . ' . ~-
. . .. A furt er breakdown of the new cane tr·ansport c9sts show,.that of the 
. 
total, peasants pay -1?.% and estates 83%. · This is also more or less the .exact 
ratios for each cane sector in· terms of output of cane, peasants •con . ibuting 
,( ... () ' .. 
... b~tween 18 to lO%_ y'early. The new system' therefore does not discrimina e ·be-
, ~~ ~ ·' : .A 
-tween the two sector·s in terms -of creatinq extra costs.disprop'brtionatel 
' . ' . . 
and r.;theJ f~-vqu·r~ the p~asants .s~mt:what :- · 
·' " . 
A look at the map -'6f new locations comp'ared with · the old factory 
: . 1a 
another pote'ntial value. As noted earlier the rationale.o·f .the 
'\ers Association is to work towards an improved system ·of facto_r-
, . . . . . 
. . 
ies based on .. the existing one, rather. than the creation of a totally new .. -c 
I \ , . .. , • .. • 
' 
... 
complex., In thB co_nfext it is very interesting to note that the new fa~- · 
. - . • . . J. 
. ~ . ' 
·t~ries are,in nearly all cases, extremely clqse to some of the old factories~ 
· ~This. i's
1
true for_ three new locati9:ns ~hich a·re ver~ ~ear Vi!uclu~e, Car- . · . 
• • _,.- 11 . 
rin~ton and F~u~square, ~nd the third ' factbry close to Guinea a~d Upla~ds. 
The exception is . with the n~~thernmqst factory·which is not close·to either 
~ . . ... . 
Haymahs or Fairfield. This means that 
; \ \ I 
a new factory S.Y,Stem caul d be created · 
~~ing _ as'a base ~he present ~actories · wh~ch 
. ;. . 
~ 
are closest to the optimal loca-
·- lt 'i ' 
'o~ions. Improvement in Vaucluse, Carrington arid prefer~bly Upland~,which 
seems .to be more efficient ·and certainly·· large.Whan Guinea, c-ou1d therefore 
' . -~ . - ... .. 
gradi nq far· the present st~ftcture .' This does not seem be. a_ n~w . base of up 
- . 
tdo· difficult since all 
-- ·~ 
the present factories operate at a fairly close level 
;/ ... 
.I • 
.. 
\ 
\ 
1Files supplied ~Y _Sugar Producers ·Association. 
. . .. . 
. ' 
' 
. ' 
.. 1:3 
' . 
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' 
of output and scale., there. beinq only thirty· tons per hour qrindinq d ifference 
tietween the largest and s~allest factories now operatin~; Additionally, the 
. . I ' 
J 
o allocation system used often sends more cane to some of the smaller factories 
, .~ . . . 
, 
. .. 
v 
. . 
' ' . 
than to ,those_ ·wi ~~ 1 arqer capa~i t 'ies showi nq that ~or· the pr.esent s·t~uctu:e, 
size and output at the theorefical _level is riot the sole criterion for allo-
1 
tat,ion. · For example, Searles factory with a capacity of fifty tons per hour 
. , 
qets only 97,7ob· tons illocated to it forth~ 1973 crop while Uplan~s and 
Va~cluse'with forty eiqht tons pet h6ur capacities are qiven 89,400 and 94~600 
. . . " 
.. ..,tons respec·tively for the year. In other words the fact that Vaucluse, Up-
• • I 
_larids arid Carrington do not hav~ _the -largest outputs does n·ot lesse·~ the 
realism or common sense of ustng th~m as· the basis for a new system of fac-
1 . • 
tories.' ·There is obviously the need to build ·a new factory ·at the optimal 
, . . , ~ 
_location in the northern are·a wh~re -none_. of the existinq1 factor ie~ are really . 
0 
close enough for consideration, if a re~lly rational system is beinq souqht. 
• I , . • . 
ou><· .This .solution c~~ld e.as~·ly ,satisfy the leaders oLj:h~ s'uqar industry 
. . . 
who are pro·bably more praqmatic thnn the idealists who insist on a .totally 
. ~ I . .) .. · . 
new arrang~ment, and at the ·sam~ tin:re still create the kind of efficiency 
·which. a new ·system off~~s, -poss.ibly .at a lower ~ost. Of cour.se this does involve 
. ' . 
i ncr·~ased transpo~t cost.s, but th,ncreas.~ is not very much greater than 
the actua 1 opt inial proqram. In any case transport costs. are not the most 
importarit cOnSideration in. the.' c:•·~~on o'f •. ne; f:ctrvs.t~m. 
E: Primal Solution · 
.( 
. . .. ' 
' . 
Figure ·15 ·shows the allqcation: pattern fa·~· the four 'facto ry syst em, . . 
. ~ ... . 
and when compar.ed against earlier patterns .show.s some definite i ndividualities/ 
. . ~ . 
~~ - the first plac.e there are no spiit ·allocati~ns, _·each• farm ' .s output bei nq 
"' ~ ........ . -
sent to 'one factory only, .thus meetinq Farl'ey 1 S requireme,nts· .. . Aionq with ~ 
•. ~ 
~ ~· . 
this there ~re v~ry few really lon~ hauls·. The onl~ lonq ro~ti nqs are fa~· . 
, . 
. . 
' 
; . 
.:I -••. 
... 
' "·.-
. . 
. . ~ ~ . 
•• 
... 
.·· 
.. 
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·. Blac~mans estate going tq the most no.rthe~ly factory,-when two other: factori,es 
. ·, ' 
~re really close ·to_ it. · The othe_r two are P~asa.rits 33 and Peasan.ts 34 whic~ 
g~ to factory. tHree while :factory two is clos.est · ·to them. Of course in a · ~· 
planning' situation these ·excessively long journeys can be eliminated by the 
. . . . . . . 
s-fmple ~roce-ss qf reallocating them. to a. c·l~ser factory .. Because of the 
• • . • J 
·earl i.er r~asons eac·h factor~ has a v~ry, clearly . defin·e~ hinterl ~nd wi tM only 
the ~ew interruptions. T-his ·all _conforms to the .recommendations that each~- . 
. .1 
factory con~rol a given land area hav.inq a .monopsony on its suppiies, while 
~ . d 
very· few e·states can view more than one centre as a potential market, without 
~ 
'I • • :increasing their' transport costs~ by a. fa i rly1 sfgnifi.cant amount. ·I his an 
. 
leatls to a .clear cut systein far'less comp-lex than the previ.ous ' arrange'ments,...::_ 
f . 
,) 
. . 
when there were ~~ny factories in operation. ' T~ere is one,interestinq obser-
l~ . . • .. 
' . 
·vation which comes indirec.tly out of the ~llocation patterns .. In spite. of . the 
fact .that each · factory' process~s an equa~ tonnage o{ cane .tet :there are dif\- . . 
. . . I 
, ferences in the sizes of their hinterlands: For example the first factory. 
. ·' . ~ - . . . 
... . . .... . . 
· -;(north) has! a much larger hinterland than the second factory. 'This is because_ 
< 
~orne areas are better" cane ; and t~n others' ·the northern and . e~stern areas 
. . ~ . 
be~ng the worst of all . . Thus the ~arying~size . of the factories sphere~ of 
. .. 
·infl4ence,also give some indication ()f the land pc;>tertial atdifferent· places. 
_I . 
. 
M: the 
. .
(1 . 
F. ~ Dual ~~lution 
"'' 
This is als'i,' :r.pported ~y~e dual 
facto'rie~. -~ . · 
Factory one 
Facto_ry ·two 
217 -
198 
Facto_ry three . 217 
factory. fou~ '200 Cents/ton 
' 
. . . 
.,. : . . .· 
,. . 
0 
" r~· .1 
.c-:=.:.-
soiution's equilibrium ~rices 
" 
' .. . 
. .. 
' p 
· ~ 
.· 
. ~ 
J 
. . 
Note .t~at the factories with, higher delivered prices are the on·es wi~ larqer . ..\ 
.. -
hinterlands and also the .wors_t farminq l_and for suqar cane production, and . 
' . 
whil.e t~ey all take in the same quantity-of canes,yet. their i~ a w~de vari-· 
I) . 
' . 
ation of price between some of them. Associ~ted.wit~ -them are the location 
·-··-·-. __ _,__ - - - rents on the surr~undinq estate~ and ·peasa'nt. farms. Iri this cas,e there can, 
. ~ , ,. 
, 
-. 
. 
:.' 
.· 
..,.. . 
' I 
however, be: little comparative -meaning attached to the dual values. This .is 
· due to the fac~ that ea~h f~~tor; has'. a~ independent subset o.f fa.rms and 
, It • • 
. .. 
. .. 
there is no i~terlocki nq system of. rents ·am!.~ces as in ear;l ier solutions; 
of rents show (gradual ~all inq off fro~the ceritrE((factpry") · ·out- · Each set 
. . 
·wards to" · the periJ5hery in a reqular fashion. There ar~ therefore four rent · 
. . .. ~ , .... 
-surfaces in this ca~e .and it is. ·impossible to look at advantage and m~rginal-
ity oin ·fhe ,same way as before .. 
. 
G; One 'Factory Sy~t~~ 
The ultimate .in centralization at le~st ·at -the theoretical. level 
• • 
.y 
is the creation ·of a one filctory system. ·It is quite obvious that this is 
a fa.i~l~ impra~ical :C:uti~n take·~ aQainst ·the ba~f what are sup-
posed to be opt1mal ~izes for .suqar factoriei in qenera~ and Barbados in · 
particular. Amonq the disadvantaq~s associated with s·uch a system~ \'lo~_ld be 
~· 
. . 
the relatively long hauls involved in transport; ng the cane from the ·outer 
estftes ,to that centre, and the possj bil i t .ies of c~nqestion·. at ~he factor~ ... 
·ya_rds and on the rogds·, w.ith.long ~ueue~ · of lo~cf~d tru~ks a\'laitinq service.-· 
' ' ' - ' I 
Yet the idea raises a rather absorbing QUe!!tion ·of both theoretical_ and 
academic intere$ which is·satisfying to answer~ ' In a 9eoqraP.hi cal conteX't it 
be~omes a pure location problem. " . . . Given the spatial arranqem_ent of pr?duc~ng · · 
I ' • . . 
uqits and 'their va\Yinq outputs, where could one f,actoty 'be located , so 
as to be -sleci' in that p~eci se ·sP.ot most acces ~ible~to al_l th.e ~rodu.cers? 
Immediately there are ec~oes of the t :ype of methodoloqy and prohlems . d~?Ilt .. 
, · ( . . . . . . . . . . \ 
' 
\ 
( 
.. 
J' 
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with by Weber~ and Losch who are really the fathers of niost industrial loca-
. . \ 
tion theory':· This problem was solkd using ALTERN · parti~ula.rly its Weber 
Subroutine proqram, Fig~re 16 shows the result, The centre of qravity of 
' ' 
the weighted distribution 'of ~11 suqa~ producin~ land
1
in Barbado~ was found ' 
. : . ' \ 
- to be an area midway between Uplands and Andrews factories. From the loca-
' . ·. .. . . 
tion decision a series of location rents were calculated for the island. It 
(> l • . 
. '1. 
show~ .convergence _on the centre and a very regular fall off on all side~n- .-: __ 
til the margins are reached. It . is·int~resti~q to not~ th~t -the worst~ated ; 
'\ . 
are~s,with zero rents or little more than . ~hat, are again found in the northern 
sections ·of ' the islan.d,coin'ciding with the areas of worst farm la11d. The 
highest · ~ent areas agair coincide quite w~~l with th~ areas of most fertile 
. ' 
·cane land,: except i~ a'few areas ~n the edg~ of ·t~e Scotl~nd area which ~ave 
very good locations and pqor ecological conditions. This aqain is ~ot a. 
surprising find. In usinq weiqhts based on- productivity in both the four. and 
' 
one facto~y cases!there must be a location~) bias in favour of the better ' 
' ·' 
lands getting best locations r-elative to athe, fatto.ries. This ·is good also 
.-, .... 
for indicattn_g the areas which could -~6o11~st be. e1 im~nated in any ·ret.r.act1on 
proqram fdr the· industry. 
' . 
The results from the centraliza~ion:pro~esses te'l someth i ng of ~he .· 
. . 
loc~t-ions of tbe"1present fact~ries . . Uplands factory. is al'ways close to some 
. . 
J 
qf t.he •new. 1 ocati ons qS was seen i-n both the . ~our fac~J and t~e one_- ~actory __ · 
system. It seems 'unlikely to be merely coincidence since the 16cat i on · decision~ 
• ' • t .. ' , • • 
. . ' 
.a,re based. on ii11J?.or..timt _factors,.- re.lating to the·i~dustr.y. There .seems to .be 
grounds . for -assuming . that Uplands- is the most strategically located of! ail .· 
• • ' . - , • • Cl • - • • •• • • 
the factories in Barbados. Other well . located fa·ctor'i~s i.n terms of pres7nt 
and futu~e ~eeds· are Vauciuse, Carrington, a~d Foursquare. > In con~rast ~he 
. ' . 
~ors t _, oca ted a~~ P~r~~rs .-an~...t Hayman~,-_ Eve_~ in 'the 
ters was always the factory .t.o get any extra unused 
- . .' . 
the computer so.) ~tfons, uriderl fni ng·.:-th.e fqct that in 
.. 
earl i er allocat-i on s·~ Por- ·--
capac-i ty 1 ef t ,to i t ; n 
' . ' 
the tot71 syst em it is 
~ ' 
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most ~i sadvanta~OiiuS ly i ocated. . This' f~ctory, . af;;i;q'·1with Hayman~ iS aqa iii : " 
wors.t 1 o·ca ted wi'-t_h .·.re.fe_rence to a ·new fqu~ factor~ ·_system and a 1 so , the single 
factory., being far-thest .away 'from the new locat-Ions·. There is therefore the 
. . ... · ... ..... ..... : .. ·!f"' 
possibility that all other thinit5 beinq equal · t-~ese two shou.ld be t~e ne~p.l 
. ( . ~ 
two ·to be scr_apped in .a~/programof chanqe. This kintt of realization ca1n . 
"' . ;I . . , 
also b& o_f benefit_ to the · industry which sees a gradual _chanqe -an9; phasing 
out of:som~ factories as beinq:the most practic~l and least costly solution. 
. . ' . 
Hpymans~ a 1 s~ happens . to be on_e. of the. rem~ i ni. ng factories · which has the 1 ow-
est 'gri.nding capa.ci.ties b~_i~g- f:?r·ty · eiqnt_ tons. an\h.ou~. ·. -An· inci·d~nt.al· ~oint 
of interest comes out of the smoothness and reaula~ty of the iso-profi.t lines. 
These ·are ·determined on the bas.i_s .of dis-tance measured--in·~·road miles- and 
costs . which _ar~· di r~ctl; ·prpp~rtiona 1 ~o di stan~e •. Th~ . ~e<l"l arit.v therefore 
.. . . . . . . 
. suq(Jests that ·the road · s.v1tem·ex~ibits . an almost equally de.nse · netw~rk all :{ 
. . , 
over the island . . 
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VI.· EVALUATION OF THE STUDY 
.0 .. 
A • Assumptions, Data & Results 
In the foregoj ng' chapters an analysi sA'Ias made of some aspe~ts of 
the Baro.~dos Sugar I~du:stry~specifica .liy the location and allocation decisions 
.. a··s . they ~~·l~te.d to · the .-~ransport o.f·can~ to factories, and. f~ctory or.qa~i-
zation· itself. There. were two diSti net though rei a ted processes under con-
sideration, one being a 'short .term goal while .the latt'er invol.ved ·the ·longer 
range planning of fa~tq:y_ fatili~ies. 'The short te~in solutions·sought to 
find the most efficient allocations of farms. to factories for the two years 
. . 
' () " ,. . . 't. 
1973 and 1974,-using the. prese~t factory system and prevailing levels of . farm 
• -- - ·--. !J 
. . ~ 
output and transport costs. From this initial starting p9int the scope of 
' • • 0 
. the st~d~ broaden'ed to look .a~ t':;, historic~ ~r9ce~ses of amalgamation in _the 
·factory complex and its present levels ~t· ~ffidency. The cooclu~ion emerged 
• • ~ ~ ~ _.?....... • 
that the· present structure cou.ld prof-:rtably undergo ra'tional izatio~ through 
the ~reation of fout_,modern strate,gically located centrals which would re- . 
place th.e small.,and in . man~ cases~ageing p~ants now bei~!l used. Some of the~ 
Ol'a in c~~cl ~si ons reached were; 
• " I (a) The industry was presently operating ~t a. very hiqh 1 evel of 
·· ---
i \ 
~ . 
' 
.· 
. ' 
·efficiency .in. its · s~hedul inq op~rations,. but a more · objective approach to . 
. the ' allo~ation decisions would create increased s'avings in traiis'port··costs. 
.. • Jl - ' • 
·(b) Locational advantages: for specific.areas and farms .tended to 
,-- . . . 
be similar at both the .aqro_nomit a$ well as t.he transport cost level, 
creating a core area most ~uitable . for su,qar cane production bgsed on both 
. . 
yields and savi~gs in · tran~port costs. 
: : · (c) Spa.t:ial changes in t~e industry could be ea.sily monitored and · 
' .. ~ ~ . 
. .... 
·contra..lled, and a planned. ~e'traction -of the margin of cultivation .~rom the · 
I ~· , • " ' . . , . . 
periphery · inward.s/to the cor..e area impi emented: if necessary. 
. · .. · ' '" 
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(d·) A pattern of optimal factory lo'catio~s could be and were found,, f 
I 
taking further rationalization of the factory system into account, while at 
the same time selecting the opt:ima 1 a 11 ocati on of farms to these new. ~entres. 
- - ·- ' 
'The so 1 utj ons were found with the use of 1 i rfea.r pro.qrammi nq tech-
ni-ques specially programmed for computer application. While .it is true that 
the technique seems to be most admirably suited ·for the type of problems . 
. . . 
dealt _with, there are,a few attributes which must be borne in mind which 
, . . . 
might :have lessene·d tlie effectiveness of the results. This method assumes 
the lin~arity of the relati~ships i_n the program; ~n this case 'that costs. 
. 
are linearly related to distance and can thus be plotted on a,qraph as a 
I 
stra,iqht l_i ne, Oorfm~n, _ et. ~· asked a va 1 i'd question' genera 11y concerninq ( . , 
linearity: 
Can economic problems be ca~t in this stri~t format without 
doinq them mortal violence?.. . . " 
In this ca.se costs and distances are eff~ct.iv~ly li'nearlyirelaf~. ·This 
is because there is a .reqular increase in cos-t per unit-distance and there is 
no ·distance ·· (Figure 6) decay function invoi'ved. 
.. ' . 
. . --...-:·--.: .. 
. . 
Thus the constraint of 1 i_trear-: 
ity holds for the stu.dy. 
' . 
Secondly linear proqramminq provides a non-dynamic· 
, . 
. . 
and short term solutiory. In other words the result is very sensitive to th.e 
input'data and fac1f>rs operatinq ,outside the riqid .formul_ation of the prdblem 
are not explicitly taken into accoun~. For example· in the location decision 
' 
. . " . 
a factgr was left out \>lhich could pos-sibly have affected the result. Usually, 
. . . . 
location .of an industrial pla11t is Vie~ecl as an ecwilibr.ium Of diffe~en.t. '· 
classes of influences, ra}·/ materials arid m~rk.ets being-the two most important ; 
Our -·model took only t_he .raw mat~rial, sugar cane, into consider~ation .and the 
locations were t:ia.s.~d on the farm lan7witho~t thouqht of the movement of 
1oorf~an, et. ~· , .2E.· cit,:, fL 
f ~ • 
I' 
I 
. ' 
.. 
J 
... 
. ' 
""' 
; .... •· 
~ . 
I 
""' 
sugar from factory to the suaar terminal 1n Bridgetown for ·eventual shipment 
. / averse~~.( However there ·are qrounds for suqqestinq loca.tions away {rom •. the . 
port. · .)here is a material index_ of nine for suqar. cane • ...-1l.nd this in Weberian 
'I: ' • . f1,.• 
t~rms suggests location with reference to the raw mater~ial source, in ~is 
case cane fi'elds . The tenninal and port are already located in Bridgetown, 
~he primate .. city with all ; ts ass~ciated problems of 'tr.-~fic. ' flow and con-
I . '• \'J . . • 
qestion witiJout numerous cane transpo~'t vehicl.es adding to the difficulties . . 
. . 
· When put against t.he backqround of1 noise and smoke which is typical of a · . . 
sugar factory, then the omission has'justification. This is not to say that 
market attr~ctions are not important in location dedsio.ns, but in this ~ase 
they seem worthy of subo.rdi natipn to othe.r factors. This failure to take · 
. . 
into consideration ·in ~ny S'erious way ot0er factors part i cul arl v the dynam'i c 
and unpredictable is evident in the allocation decisions. One· of ,these 
omission~ is the impact of _ incendiary fir!s. In recent years there has been . 
- ' 
a spate' of unauthoriz~d fires which invariably burn much larqer acreaqes 
. . . 
than can be easily ·fitt'ed jnto the normal qrinding schedule of the factories. 
. . . . . 
As a matter of fact ' each producinq unit i.s qiven a weekly quota: to send to 
' . -
' ' t~~ factory to keep operations ru~·n-i nq smoothly and as near t~ full capacity 
'83 
as possible. When . t]lere is a larg'e burnt acreaq·e wh'ich is not ·in the schedule, 
, 
then it creates operation a 1 stresses. In some cases in order to process 
thi'S cane before it is "lost entitely, factories to which 1t was not allo.cated 
. ' ' 
.in the fi.rst ·;n·sta~ce miqht be a·sked to ' h.elp process ~,t. (JBesides that; 
the model as~u~e~.that all the factories _work at,full c~acit_i~s .for t .he . 
. . t • . J 
entire .season .. Any _b.reakdown in machinery .therefore can affect the whole 
?Ystem. si'nce it is based ·an output · and capacities ove'r a. ~iven period. \The 
latter two situation-s are' not -really criticisms of the model•since these . ·. ·· 
- . 
. . 
oqurrences are ir"reqular and unpredi ctable' and cannot therefore' be pro- . 
gr~mmed into the_problem, particularly when allocations are planned before 
- - -- ~: I 
I' 
"• 
' 
·" 
·. 
'· 
·. 
·. 
I 
~ .... \ 
f • • 
the..,crop actually beqins. It is really more~ reco?niti,nJof_the f~ct ttlat 
the full reality is so much :more ~·dynamic and complex 'than models which ab-
stra~t reality down to t.he importan~ el emen~s only. "Strict descriptiv.e 
~ .. . ~ . . . . 
fa'ithful n~ss is an unre~sonab ~.e demand to .rna ke of any conceptua 1 i zation ... ~ 
. ' 
Fi'nally in tenn~ of the· methodoloqy itself, the location al_location 
:· _model ·(ALTERN) is a .heuri.stic alg~rithm: Thi .s m~ans that the solu~ions fotJnd 
. . ' 
84 
a~e not necessarily ·the op 'tima(on~s. Heuristics may contain two s~ts of CJ.1.1.. 
. " 
. ans~ers,"a series ot'optima, and a·.qloba_l optimum. The q1obal solution is 
the true optimum, whi_le the local solution· is· optimal only for a.-particular 
.. ,. . ' 
.< subset of possible -solutions. ThEf probhim" is ,to ensure that the qlobal answer 
• • > 
.. 
. . 
is found. ,L. ·Ostresh states--the problem this way: 
~ . . 
The problem is not one of qett.in~ t,he .algorithm to·c9nverqe ... 
it U?Uolly does this with very few calternations ... but of getting 2 1 it to c.onverge optimally, for many allocation-s exhibit stability. 
. . . G. . 
There _is on.e met~od of testinq to s-ee if the solution gbtaineQ is -- the 
. . ~ . I . 
gfobal optimum, ~n_d this i}! to run the pr~qr~m several t~mes an~ ch
1
eck the . 
.result: In this case there wer~ · three. run'!; of ~the proqram, each execution· 
. . . 
bein.q done with ~a different initial atlocation~ In all cases the result ., · 
. ,_ 
. conveq17d around the same locations an.d allocations wi_th only a :12%. ton miles 
. . 
· · difference between the best ana worst solutions . . Whi .le there is no absolute 
. ~ 
• ' • ¥ • 
guarantee, there seems to be loctical "qrounds for as$uminq ·-that the ·solution 
. . , . . . . . I 
I • 
fo_u~d-- was in fact the gl oba 1 .optimllm for this· particular_ problem. . However. .. ,..-
these··are all methodo_logical drawbaGks which could not be ,easily ·overcome ·and 
I I ' ' "" 
;could b'e e~pected, .in tha't t_he :f?~mulatio.n ~equirJd _a_ honinq of_.the ··rroblem _ to 
the ~sential elements the better to analyse .them. There is only one demand 
. ' 
which can be made dn~ ;fce~t.ualizatfon. 
·-
1oorfman, - e~. ~·, Q.E_. - ~it., 9. ·. 
2ostresh, QE_. c·it., 56. 
. · 
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What we have a ri q-ht to ask of a conceotua 1 niodel is that 
it seize on the strateqic relationships -that control the 
phenomenon it describ~s an_d that it thereby1permit us to . manipulate., i.e._ think about the s-ituation. . _, . .; 
- 85 
'. 
This, the model has done adequately", ahcLf.rir this .reason it s·eems· in _ ~-~ 
spite of some drawbacks ass~ciated · with ail modeJ usaqes, that it.}was 1 ori~ of 
- Q ' _'1 ("' • .. • 
• . 0 · 
-the most suitable if not in fact the most appropriate tool for .this t ype of 
analysis. · .·. .. •. 
' . . ' \ . 
With the . data collection ·procedures _th_ere are t\~o elements wh ich are 
. . ] 
worthy of note, one is an a~sumption and the other.an omis_sion . · The costs 
which _we~e used, -were c~lcu ,la,~etl ··b~ W.·C~mp.bell ·who found .a~ a-~eraq~ c~st for_-· 
. . ·. . '\._ 
all· $aniport_:f cane ~Qr the entire i s1 a ~d. . Ho~ver , _he sho~e~ t~_'S fi na 1 _ ~ . · 
·costs .were dependent .on suc.h. factors as d1stance, turn around t lme- ·a.t the · , ... 
factor: ya r~s, 1.oadi~q ·and un 1 ~~di~9. ra t;s ·• trOvelling ,"p~eds · _andi the. n{mber· · • . 
of trips per day. His fjnal·cost assumes ' that all transoort ' operations ~are 
' . . 
.. ~ t • \ 
' I • • ' ' r ·~orking at similae levels of .effici~nc.v. which'seems·fairly ·un} .ik~ly. It· is .· . 
• ; • ' I t ' • • • • . ' ~ • 
.· possibl'a..,...that sonre estates operate -above or: ·below the averaqe. -However this 
" " " , ' . . . . ~ 
. ,,, . 
I was _the best measu_re or cost avai. l~ble: The ideal was of cour_?e to calculate -. \ _ ·. 
<~ , • f • . I • .. -... • • • 4 • • , ~> " 
<_, the cost of ~acb:inpividu~rm a~d wor~ from. th~t . ba~i~. since ~o~ transP.or:t · ·. · ~ 
~is done with the plantation vehicles, \pd not ·by private frei~hters. Th,is pi _s· "' 
• - ~ • • <.) • • .:-. 
not .therefo~e ·a pure tr'anspor.t cost· sJ hce~oepreci ation and rna i ntenance 'which 
. . ' :,_/- . . . . . : ' 
·also help to determin·e·:~au1age costs p;r. ·.ton a-r~ .. in' fa·c't sp:e'ad .- ov'er .other 
• \ J I 4 ' ' 
farm operatiohs f~r whi~h th~ same_ transport unfts·· ar_e"u.sed. ' ~ -. -:--.... 
i ~n_. the research d~sign i't ·was hoped tp be a91 e ~o use a com.bi nat}Ot1 
· of both .trqnsporta tion a~d produc;tion costs .. Thi ~ . is . quite ' feas_i bl ~·- si nce. ~ · 
I 2 -~. · \, - ' . . . . L 
. . Maxfield .. has ·shown tha:t costs otl}er tha~ ,t'qansportati on whic·h? have 
. \~ .. ' . 
·. 
' 1 . I • 
. , Dqrfman, ~ ~ •. , .9£.. cit., 9. ~- ... .. , 
_ . 
2Maxfield, D., 11 An Interpreta_tion of the · Primil 
. . ··.of Linear Programming'~ Professional Geogra ~her ?1,-No. 
' ,J • ..;, 
and the Dua.l Sol ution· 
4' ·255-263. '· 
•  
. 
, ... . ! J, 
, , 't... I . 
'' 
·, , 
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·. . 
place to place var.iation.s can' be ·put into the design and ev,aluat~Q in similar· 
. f~sbi_'on. This•would havt.:given}or each .farm a -much Jl]Ore ·pr:ecise mea.sur~. · 
• .. • \ • ~ f • • 
, o~ m~r·gina.lity and adva11.taqe at _both production _and transportation leve1s .. 
It could also hav~· sho~n . if some areas have good locationa:l advantage in the 
I -· ~ 
transport cost· sense .. ~a-rJ!LY bal~!1ced by ' poofpertormance in productior'f,'arid ''. 
n • ..,. ' . • • 
• • <'"\. '\ "' ~ • : • • • 
. ~he precise measure of the impact of one on the other. This was impossible 
. ... ...., . 
to do.since the only production cost qive~· is a very generalized average for 
. . . .) . 
the entire island in -~hich areal variations could.-not be discerned. ·Tb.i s ~.as-
, . 
also di.ff-icult ~b· attain since on the far:m'·s .baiance sheet~·, tr~nspo~tatio·n .. 
. . . . 
' • I "\ 
:--costs are liste~ as a part of- th~· tot~l _ p.roduction .cqsts · a~d not a.·_.s_eparate 
. . entity_ in itself·. Other forms of data with spatia-l implication were _ ho~ever . · . 
· used; : nd these' a 1 s~· a 11 owed ~n · a~cura te measure of m'!!gi·n~l i ~Y a~d).e~;~, \__ :. ··--
This was the u·se pf the data on· Ecological Gr up · tor the island's estates, -
. . . . 
. ·which couJ,d still~be combined wi.th transportation adv ntaqes into a ·c_omposite 
I ' - J I: ' ' (I ,., 
• ' • 0 map, to show the cor.e areas : aryd m.arg1~al 0 Zones for t . island's: suqar industry. . 
. Thi~ of course invo.lve·d ·a __ -greater measure of ~·~ ·ective{.r~aso~iR_g but di~ not 
- - .. • ' t" ~ ' , 
.materially impai-r tbe effectiv~ness of the"' sttJdy in this respect.at all~ · 
- ,, , . . I . . . 
since the ide
1
ntific,a-tion. of ~roups was based on all ~he··'ma·j~r. f~c;rs- .which 
cause differences in produo~?.on costs and yi_eJds . . Bes.ides, the .gro_up were 
. ... . . 
, II • .. ·' ' - ··-·· ' o ., 
so structured as to qjve a qu).te _ accura.te c] ~s~ly ~ounged mea sur~ of differ-· 
• t{ ' o ' I • - • .' I 
. ' . . . ~ . ' ' 
, e~~~etween thpario~s ec~~q~.ca.Lbou,nd&~.:•s: . . 
· ' · · · /~ · ~, lo~a t ion .A 11 oca i; o~ ·~ffi c f e~ces •An-~ Structu"ra 1 Cha nqe 
, :·~~)--- : -,• . • •' I '? 
. ' 
/ r '"l>- _/· ·\ ':"- . . :~ .T~is _study has look~a't ~he su~a; indust'i.j' with ref~ren~e to: certai_n_ . ~ .~ 
• 'fr,.. .. • " • •• ~ 
:.~spec_ts of reprqaoizati'on .which seem ·fo Offer potential benefits_· throu~in- _ · ;.· ·· 
l \ ' .. .. ' ( 
creased efftd ency-· and'! }a vi ngs. It q_ttempted to ··an_swer· spe'Ci,fi_'c · quflst~ ons ·. 
• - • .. l> () • ~ • f • • ~ ' p • .. ... • • : • ... 
re~ti-n~ to technical aspects of· reo~anization in · the industry,- ami e~plo.re 
· Yl~-s~-lt~~t imp~lf~atio~; through~ methndology1which proved . c_..ap.~b.1e ~-f answering-, . 
.I . (\ I . I I . , - ~ I 
• " • I • \1 . , , 0 · Q~-- • • 
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I 
the questio~. 
I , . 
There are., powever, other .types Of questions which must _be 
' ... • I • ' t ' 
~ . ' 
answer~d, but these are not in .a strict sense a pa~t:. of the reorganization 
\ l .. J . , . 
· process. de.alt with. ·.whi·le thf's study cannot·deal . with them fully since they . . 
' ~. . . . 
' ' 
. . deserve a .full treat~ent eHewhere, yet the.y must at least be ment{oned and ·· . 
. ' . 
. reco~riiz.~cl. This is ,becatise they are in mat1i ways. more;undamenta·l to t~.e • 
' . . . 
•, • • ,I /; . • ' 
. whole idea .of reorgan.ization ·than man.agement efficiencie~ . ' and .so help to :. ~ 
put this work into. a total . perspective. There' ar~ ~ three .levels·. ~t .which .this ·. 
work\co.ulci ~ave been .viewed. There ~s the internati.onal level·. of' the ~orld 
. . sugar. demand and supp~y,..situation, a loc;:al level wh_ich em.braces th~ island r: 
' ' 
as an· econo.mic unit and views the sugar industry against ,total .develop!jtnt. 
( •. . 
, . ~ . . . 
Finally, there· is :the highly localized microcosmic. scale·of;. the industry" · 
o • . ./ "' I 
i.tself. Though th~.y can all b,e v.iewed separately, yet they are differing 
fat:E{s 9f :one whole.: ' .. ' ' . ,, 
~ 
. ·At the tnternational level there are many related problems, the 
' ' . . . . 
. . 
major one bei~g co~petition among · suppliers for certain-markets . . This 
. ... . . . ,() 
Europe_an beet producers. ·. Given that 
. . . 
ope~a tes t'hrougn.. competl t i ~n with 
Barbados• main market is Britain~ 
. . ·J 
' .., loc~l"~upplies of suga.r suffer. from highe; · 
• I 
111 
. transport· costs, due to much longer distances, the fact .that· the sugar beet. 
' I I 1 I 
I •• . • . 
indus~ry _lS .highly SUbsi?ise.d, and. has .a_. higher _recovery radtio 0~ sugar frO\ 
beet, ..as compared with cane. In fact f'rom the ·p9int of view of 'costs arid 
' -' I • t. 
, . 
p.rofitability it ha;~ been esti..niated that between 1954 and l964 the ~ost of 
t • • f"oo, 
producing a ton of sugar from dm~ had risen by 50%, whil.e at t~e same time 
. . . . . . . l 
·the cost of producing a ton of su.gar from beet actually fell by about)5%. 
0 • ~ • • • 0 ... 
,, 
• L 
-This poor ·competitive position is becoming gr~dually ~ggravate~· :by .changing · ! 
. demand . patterns. T~adi tiona lly a. signific~nt q~Oti.ty of West .India~ 'sugar . ' 
was redistributed thro~gh Britain to her African colonies, but no~wi th -
... · .· 
. l~tur;oc.k,. F.G •. , . Sugar .Beet or Sugar Cane? Jour nal of Agricultural 
Economics, Vo 1. 20, 1969, 125- 31. \ 
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' .. 
African ·production .gaining momentum ther~ could be a lessening of demand for 
. ' "" . 
West Indian s'ugar.· The whole ·situation is now being ·~ompounded .bY the entry 
&. - • .i ' .. • • ' ) • ~ 
of Britain into the European Economic Com~unity'.' At P.resent all Wese Indian 
. - . . . . _,. 
. suga~ sales to ~:i~ain ar,e ma.de through · th~ C~~m_onweal~fi. Sugar Agreements · .
1 Act, a quota system with negotiated prices . whic~will end in-1974. At the . • ' . . - . - . " ~ . ....., . end o'f thB period barga·i nf ng will obviously be much harder. with the o " 
' • I lit ' 
. . . . . 
\possibili-ty of a reduction of .purchases from the West indies due to Bri tain's 
' -·- .,. 
economic conmitments to ·Europe. 
.. 
. 
. .);-1 
. . At the local level the .range -of problems haVe been larg~ly dealt with 
0. -
earlier (see Chapter 7). Besides the specifi"C problems of costs,_ prices, 
arson, labour shortages and. poor agronomic techniques in some tases, there 
. . . ' 
. ' .. .r . 
. , 
is a major :general problem Qwhich -embraces .all the others. Sogar:- -is ·still 
vital to the island's economy, and so reorganization'· ·~nd the 1\uture of t he · 
.. 
- . . . " 
industry must be always viewed against tne background of its ~rucial role 6 
. , 
in condnued economic growth. It• is . theref~re imp~rative t~at ad necess.ary . \ 
. ' 
steps are taken to re9italize this key sector if it is to continue its role 
\ ' ' 
as a leading industrial sector in the total economy. This immediately / 
· means that any p~oblems withiri the industry itself have to ~~iewed wit,hin. 
· the. broader framework of the i.s 1 and • s. total e~onomy. 
. · ' 
E"en 'if and when the ·profitability of the industry has_• been · ' 
- . .,., - . . :' 
." (eestablished .~n-- a· s~li_d ~as)-S, ther~ will . still be an import~nt socf,1a • . 
problem to·qe solved. This is the problem of ·ownership and control of the 
. . 
. 4 
in~ust? .. . At. present ~ere is a: .very skewed. di st~ibution of land ow~e~ship 
'on" the. island with four fifths 0~ the cultivated land being owned and 
. - . 
operatoed by approx.imately t wo hun'Ored ~nd forty estat~o~ners. The ,rest is 
. cultivated by .ov~r 18,000 peasant~, man~ of them till1ng as~ttle as one 
0
quarter. acre of cane~ While it is true that fr.agmen.tation into uneconomic 
sized~ units ' makes no sense, redistribution can take .place "through larger 
" 
) 
J 
( 
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':'\ I ~ ' . • • .• 
. cooperative blocks and or government farms, and even~through the workers• 
. ~ ' 
union. 1his would.give many more people, p~rt1~olarly the work~rs, - a stake 
·, ' • •. I .. · . • ' 
1 
fo • 0 • , ' • I 
i~ the industry they · ma~e po_ssibl e', _and he1P. to· counteract, the alienation 
from the land ·wh-ich i.s currently evident: . I~"m.ight~~l s~ h~l p to a·rrest· . 
' . . . I. . 
the con~i~uing flight of land from agri~ult~r,al ' 'usage, .an estimated six 
thousand acres h~ving . already \reverted to n!)n fa~ u·s~ in the .last five. 
. .. • 0 . ~ • • 
.years. 1 What the ind~stry. needs ;it . seems~ is a ma.ssi~e reorgani~ation, . 
. '• 
inc1uding a look· at alT pos-sibilities .~nd alternatives 1rt the locationa, 
. • . ttl . . 
and temporal structu~es, and which-take inta account the dyn~~ics of · 
· current ·local and . international troods affecting . it.' • 
This work .ha~ looked' at ~eorganization· at the in~ustry . l~vel 
• • 
. ·• 
essentially, and therefore presents a sel etti~e spatial viewpoint studied,' 
. at a llWcro 'seal~. Spatial reorganiz.ation will certai.nly riot cure all the 
" . . , ... . \ ' . ,. .. ~
evil·~ o! the present system, ~ut it is ~.till an importsfnt factor in economic 
rational izatio·n . . The success ·,of _any 'enterpris~ · obviously depends heaviJ.Y . 
. ~ . . 
• • • 0 
on· the· econom.ics of .operation at ~ny given tim~. Tt).erefore, p_eriodic . · 
appraisals are Vital in all . . its aspects\induding thi:f l·ocational. By so 
doing on~ can judge whether the soCiety is ·persist.ing .with ~ub op~ima1 
. ' . 
structures which are largely. a ~roduct of inertia, and so d~~ot serve 
J • . • - , • • 
6 ~ J • ~ 
current needs as· effectiveiy as they should. This study has loo.ked at 
- . . ) .. . . ' 
patterns of. fiow," ·and loc~tions fo~ the s'ugar industry and s.uggested 
· directions in which future ~ecisi.ons can be taken. In s'ome instances, 
. . 
particularly wit~ the issue of central i za1:_ion, use' was made of earlier work'" 
. ' . ~ . - ' . . . 
which might i'tself be questioned by some ·other authorities on the matter. · 
~h~ t . ; s rea 11 y ; mpo ~ta nt ; s" the ap pro~ch ia th•e s~ 1 ut; an . ?yi'he_ p;ob.l ems . . 
Through spatial allocation analysis one can view the distribution of economic' 
• . u 
. . 
flow~ever geographical space an~ .the patterns of trade even at the local 
( . 
.. 
1 . ' 
~arbados Sugar Industry Review, Dec. 1973, ?· 
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·lev-el_; which take pl~ce in specified _econom;·c· ~omn-od1ties. -· in addit'ion 
. . . . .. . . . 
tnese models provide vaiuab 1 e' ·insi~hts. into the operation of econo,mic 
. . , .. . , . . . . .. . . ' . ' . ~ . . 
. _. 
. systems; and is ·one of the mo~t powerful co~ceptua l f''rameworl<s used i ~ modern> 
' . '"" . . 
" •'
· · · ' - geographical analysis.~ 
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~ 
I 
J • ' Bagas~e - a· f .. ihrou's' ma.terial left'· after the· ,iuice is. extrac'ted 'from cane· .. · . 
. piths by crY~hinq. When mi~ed with ~dditives it is ~sed.f~r · 
· - anfmal feeds.· ' It' is al'so used as a _fuel to.fH·e the boiler.$ .. ·· : .. 
of ·many factori ~s. · · · 
Boil'inq House- old n~me. for b.uiidinqs on the early plantations in which 
. the manufacture of suqar from cane was ·carr1 ed out.' ·. :. 
. . . ... . . 
Cattle ~ill~~ some· of the earliest ma~hinery used . to crush cane ·a~ · aD :. 
initial preparation to 'th(}lliiakinq or suoar" The machif')~r.r. was . 
·powered usually by. bullaci<.s. · · . . . · 
. . . : . . ' \ . . . 
Cen'trals - name given to larqe. modern ~ugar factories with la.r~e _c~pacities 
~nd high output levels .• 
• I> .~ 
· ~entrifuge·- a machiru~· which produces centrifuq~l f~~ce· nec.essary for · .... pa;·_ 
· ticular operations. In the sugar industry in particular.·, it 
' .. · is used for ·separati.n,q fluids fn the manufacturinq process. 
. - . I 
·. ~hoice Molasses - als~ called treac.le and . is a by producr. of the · m~·nufact'u~e 
. ~f muscovada suqar. . · · . · ·. · . ·.  · .. , 
, • 
Comp.act,ion - ·a .term used to describe t~e process by which heav.v ' m~chiriery 
binds the soil into a hard.mass,more·difficult for · plant~ ~Q 
. .surv.i ve in. · I~ the case .of Barbados this is ·rna in 1 _\11 a r:e'sult · 
. compith -
of the switch to. .mechanical harvestinq~ · \' ' .. 
the m.a.ior component . from a new ms.t,t10d\of su.gar cane mi1:l oi nq · . 
called the separation p~ocess. It ~ains 7d-8Q% of .cane . ~ 
stalks and 93% sutrose. The suqar is ·extracted in the . . separate~ 
and made into sugar and · fancy molasses. 1The coinpith .is· 'then 
· brq~en dowr1:int'o its smaller elements, pith cells and~ fibro 
. vascular bundles. The fibres are then used for ' makinq soft 
board, hard board, pulp and paper, and the pith cells ate used 
as a base for. animal feeds and explosives or as~ b~se mitefi41 
. ( . .......... . 
·for the chemical..industry: 
..  . . .. 
. ~ ,... . ' 
· Comrind - the second major: component from the separation process·. ·. Af.t-er': 
the removal .. of the solu~le particl~s by hot wa:ter the base ~ 
material can 9e processed intp l,anitnated :timber:; ·core pane.ls 
and plywood veneel'_'s. . 0 • f · · · 
t .... ...' • • I • ., h 
Fancy Molasses· - this 'type of molasses was ftrst ma.de in ·aa'rbadoS: in .!9'05.-
. . 
. It ios manufactured ' by convert.ipg c.ane. juice directly into .syrup. 
· It is a· sgecialit.Y of Barbados a·nd·an ola well established trade·· 
·- in fancy molasses . e~ists· between the island and both. Canada an1d 
• •
0 
.the United. States. . • · 
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'<) I ~ . . ,, . 
small . trenc~es 'made by ploughs · which ·ar·e. then planted with . .cane:.·. · 
This method has now replaced the traditional caneholes usQd 
before, in order to, fckili~ate . mechanica·l planting and· - ~arvesting _~ 
. 0 . 
. M~lching :.·the· use~of .·a 'Leaf ,cover o.r a combination .of manure a~d leaves 'to 
prote~t newly planted roots from dryness and heat or col~ by con-
. trolling the rate of . ~vaporation. This - practice;onc~ widespread· 
on. Bar-bados Suga·r estates is declininq in usaqe partjcularl v due 
to fires whi.ch ·removes ·the "trash" !=OVer with 'which ·t he mulching 
is done. ,, 
. e ' . 
· Plan~ation · - a larqe scale pr_oductio.n operat1on often around ·three hundred 
· acres conce·rned essentially with cash cro~ps ·for the over'seas mar-
ket. ··In . Barbad~s a p 1 anta'ti qn or estate is defined· as a farm 
unit· of more. than ten acres of 1 and. .. 
.. ~~ . ... . . ' . . ' . 
~easant ;Farm- a small scale·upi): tisuv.ll .Y ,Prod~cinq a wider rang~ _ of aqri- . 
·:.· ... · . cultu~al. p~oducts than the plantation . . It is defi~ed . in Barbacfos 
. , '., . as be1ng less than ten acres of land. Most Barbad1an peasant 
.. farms are ,however qeared to- the production of. sugar .cane. 
·.' .:· ~ . . ' ~ . . 
Ratoon an~ Plan't ca·nes , - for the ·start of a suqar· cane qrowth cyCle cane 
' cuttings of desired var)iety. are planted to produce· the ,first. 
c-rops after a growinq period of fourteen months. ·.These 1first 
crop canes are called plant canes • . At the first harvest. the . 
caries are cut to the roots and al_lowed to spring'aqa_in. ~W_. pr~duce · 
suceeding crops. These ·s-econd crops ~re called ratdon cro·p~. and 
typically ratooning is economfically feasibl~ : for four ·years. At 
'- the end of each five year cycle, the old rmots are dug up to make 
way. for 'new plan( cane .crops. · · .. 
. '· 
Steam Plants -· small, s~gar factories whi.ch 'were powered b,Y. steam enerqy. 
' / · . . . . . T~ash -·name. given to tbe lea.ves (usually dry) ofsuqar· cane plants~ · 
.. 
· . .Yeoma.n." farmers- early . independent. (white) farmers who tille<~ ~he · soil before 
- the a,dv.ent of sugar cane and the plantation· system . . They qrew .. 
· cotton, tob1c.co and in.digo -before 1640. 
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